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* ON CONDEMNIN6
THE PREPARATION OF A NEW WAR
AND CONCLUDIN6 A FIVE-POWER PACT
2gFOR STREMTHENINC PEACE

t

Speech of November 29, 1949, before the General

.

,a

A. Y. Vyshinsky

Speech of November 14, 1949 before
the Political Committee of the
General Assembly
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September 23, on the Soviet Government's instruction, the
delegation of the Soviet Union submitted to the General
Assembly a draft decision on condemnation of the preparation for
a new war and conclusion of a five-Power pact for strengthening
peace.
Briefly speaking, these proposals amount to the following:
1. To condemn the preparation for a new war conducted in a
number of countries and particularly- in the United States and
Great Britain.
2. To recognize as running counter to the conscience and honor
of peoples and as incompatible with membership in the United
Nations, utilization of the atomic weapon and other meins of
mass destruction of people, and to regard as inadmissible further
delays in the adoption by the United Nations of practical measures
for the unconditional prohibition of the atomic weapon and for
the institution of appropriate strict international' control.
3. To express the desire that the five Powers-the United States, Great Britain, China, France and the USSR-join their efforts to
avert the threat of a new war and conclude among themselves a pad
for strengthening peace.
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The USSR Consistently Defends the Cause of Peace
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HESB propos?ls constitute the natural consequence of that forT e i g n policy which the Soviet Government has been umwerv- '
ingly implementing from the very inception of the Soviet State, - 1
whose first action was the proclamation of the historical decree of .Ndvernber, 1917; on a just, democratic peace, They represent an . : .
expression of that principled line which the Soviet Uriion has.: '
p ~ e during
d
the course of 32 years, from the very beginning
of its .existence, and which it has consistemly defended and is de- - y:.
fending at the United Nations,
- It should be recalled that at the G e m a l Assembly's &st session
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f 1946) the Sovtet Governmqx pppesed to carry out a @nerd
reduction of axmamiPnrs -and axmed force& . ,
This proposal fbrmea the basis -of ;her$%&eral &wrqb<'s- hisr torical deciszon of Dkcember 14, 1948.'+The ~ b v i &GQycrnment
thkreby expi&d-rhe firm will for univexsal peace and~thereadiness
- for peaceful camperition id socikl and - iconomic ltate
. .
_
and social systems.
At the second session of the General A ~ s e & b-. j(1947)
~
the Sam
viet
Government
took
the
noble
initiative
in
condemhing
,.propa.
,ganda for a new war in any form whatever; aod at the thkd -- session in Paris in 1948 the soviet Government, further attempting
, to serve the cause ofs-strengthening peace and international co-operation propwed td the five major Powers thar they reduce by.
one-third
.their a ~ ~ a m e n tnnd
s - armed forcek .and pr-ohibit the
.,
.
atomic weapon, idstituting ffu +supmisbnand rahtrol ovex the
'
. implementation -of the afmwtii@e$ measurn an international
control agency within' rbe Jraioewgik. of the %cutiq Council.
.- .
~ o w & e r , this wsolution .W tejected hi' tbeFmajority of the
-,General Assembly obediently foU~wi6g.
the 'uhi'ted '~tatc8- and .
Britdin which came out against the pkace40ving props& bf the
.
kviet Union.
. i t must be noted that the .same fate beklt a
draft reso- - lucion submittLd by' the USSR repreieatative id the Security Cow.- ' , , .d
The Angld-Ameri~anmajority in the Uniied Nations has here- .
tofore persistently and syrtematically b k ,refkting ail the proand at thi
.'<
posals aimed ixgtgainst the ,prepaiatiao. of -4 new
consolidation
,
of
pkace!
...
.
. The- present propads of the Soviet union conjthte'n continuation of the principled .line invariably fdldwed liy the USSR&mag nations,
.- - : the line of struggle for peace and GO-operatianan
against the threat of a new war being pepared by a handfuf of
--adventurers bidders for *odd dominion Submitring its proposals
. 'for the purpose of eliminating the threat of .a new war and for
- - s~engtheningpeace, the Soviet Union- again raises its voice in
defense of the peace-loving nitions, against the new shambles
- being. hrepared by agg~essive610~sof. sates hcadeq by the United
.':
.!.
.: Siates-and Great Britain. ,
- -+, . -The.question arises: who can object to the Soviet Union's pro-;
@s&, m the proposal that preparations -for a new war be coog
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demnkd, to the proposal that the atomic weapon be brohibiied.ai
last and strict international control be established, to the proposal.
drat-the five Powers condude a pact for strengthening peace? .
Nobody but enemie of pkace- and inteihational' co-operatio< : .
nobody but those who see Xn the prepwtion for a nqw war a d
i~
the fim war itself a wurce foi enrichment, th&e who see io
. war a'means for the establishment of world domination and en- :
sfavement of other states and nations!
'

I1
Union" Proposkls

-

lie no doubt that such prop~&-'can be objected
T s o only by inveterate opponents of peacc, reprerentatibes of HERE can

the re~ciionar~
circles who have made war and the preparations-,
for war their profession and who. regard war as. a source of .profits- '--:
for capitalist d i q u e ~and monopolies. This was openly a d m i d '.
by one df the representat-iv&sof the reactionary circles in the United States, a professor'of Harvard Uaitrezsiq, ?r,:SumoerSliites
' who without qughs .declared as the_mngress of -~epreseatarifes
of tradi, f i n w e and indusStryh
t the "cold war" against the Saviit Union is..a "good thidg..'
'?t idcGam the - d&&
' for
says $&hter, "'he1ph fo: i
maintain a high level of -employment, speed5 hp technological ::-,
progress and thereby hefps. the country to raise its standard 'of .
living.:'
. ,
-.
Professor Slichter fukhw*dedakd that %i~tfor the cold war
I -.
the demand for goods on>the part 'of the:govepment would have
,
' been many billion d o k less than it' is kt present, aod expendi-r
5 j .
of both iadustry and Governinem for techndogical re~ear&,-~
would have k r r hundreds of miUions less &an now. Thus we7may tharik the Russians: he sai& "for helping capitali
Uni,ted States to work better than ever."
-It wodd not have been wo&whde to dwell on
statement of a nbid obscurantist frpm Harvard Un
1- - - w t exposed the actual moth= of the w
- . work.
, - - - Uafortunately such faas ate kt isolaked
-still makes itself felt in the United States
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fiamd' by rhc prowative. woik of the'reactiosug pxdes.in these countries Jfidced, hissing d'
hastile aiticism,~

:%-.*!::&&,.king
-,! c
A-...

--4:: ,

Union's peace-5ming ~roposnlsare a.hmdr,w d h
this
camp.
HaPe we nut-already wimewd at this s G o n &ired
- - sladdq-ouso&&t
of the antiSPvkt f o k c ~liLe the ~UOminpgqg
&legation, the dgkgtion. of rhe TiM .&queb and utkrssh&ded
i
iL9*b;y.thedeleptions of the -United stage g d - C& &j&athd
!~%qne out here with insinuacioas and malidoois f~Wati?rakg~tia.5-t
the. USSR?lThere 'need be no dwbt ihat there
be lfh& from
' rhis 6hp who h d f r e r nu, will carie-orn- E@ior],>pmpos*
irwrnting dl ki
aib-i$l
of drafn ip ~ d e to
t
. -&pop t6e shady p h of rhe i n g p t ~ r s
of g s w =or. llu simd
fq
k
w
k
h
g
thc
,Sovin.
Uaiods
pm+
was. already ,given at'
:..'-%-.very begianiog of the p-mt. . .session by the Mers ttffthe
$bglo-Ame3:ia.tl blos . i .
= .. .
:: &eeSoviet
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+he Soviet Utir'an, as a "s&ms' blm" to rhe ham far oresrablishiag
- _ .
: . @+cqkraticm in the United.Nations
Mr. BBevin twk the liberty &f.- g ~. ;dIsponing
&
the h i e i p - ,

,

althaa@, 'as pmv'd by thc endre foreign'Union a d rhc 'am-&
~aamenmZ
as @ .of & v k deIeprnoflsat rhe -10&
- of t h ~etec~
~ ~ a t i mbeginning
k
with the very h t ~ i min. .:1946, the V
SR has invadpkdy Wven - and is striving to stre*
$ .*klfl~ce d role of the ~dtod
Nndons ps m irn*fiatir io. i Etfluaent of pa,striving far mdeviadng abi&nee by irs Chmer
- -..intho iore~em~f hmea and d n q
interaa,piunal cospemti~n,
Bwin devotd'.his
at th; h d~ s S e m b ~plcnarg
~*s
--,:sCjjSi~.on Septcaibet 26
agsinsc the k ~ i policy
p
of
'4':1&'~viet
_
Union seeio iusify measures whirh nrr,r&*mq
~ ~ ~ d ~ ~ t o & ~ o f p e a ~ e , s u c h a s ~ b e ~ o r r
~ - i t i i B m lPs n e ~the split of G e r ~ t ~ n ythe
, a.xrnament8 mce; pep
BW$U@.fot'a nrw war, amimpting to foist the blune for 4 && ....
&i&&,&qie.
~
pdicg: ~4
=.;:.:53
&*>?&:
-- Uni& &d. i i foreigP
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tihat s p e

of his on the Gaman qumi~fi,'
alegough this
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He- w m d in this way m ,Mack& r h c ' 5mih b e r m e a t ' s . .
p r o p 1 on coademgadofi.d the
k m for a new
and;$
rhc cdcifzsim of a fivcTdner pact for stren&e&~ peace. Bui
1: all a b u t the Bedin "krisiscis &me &qone. .ghat it was entirely ~ h ew r k of the GovegfG ,,
m a t s of .&e' W t e d Stata and Great Britain?. It waS they who I
up th-2
'
.brought about thi:vso-c&ed BeiIin crisis b p i ~ ggo
by their splitting policy tmard Gqnany*-It-omdirty who at- .
qmpted to cmxe jim ampliaj@iians
:h.$a$ .qd&ti~n, mi6eiaUy
pmmking. a mil1wapm~'s strits so *imd.f&"
:egg on tbe Getmami ..'
workers ogaim rhe Sboief a&bisttaai,-z,m in Betlin by
of-' :
police pmontiohs f t was thq w b +pevenred a set~lof ;
the:kr1-in issue in Piris hagiog t h a t 4 th! agreement iteachedr earlier b-&w+en the.qrentaoives of the six so-called mutrd'
powas- nad the apme~tativeof the Sovitx Uni- The viola& of :the Yda 'and P d a m A~reeman.tswho hay now crown4
'their refwd m tfulfill tbc i&erim&rf:d ~6ligad%tni,
&$Ez~& by
.them on the swngth of -thegfmernehtio@d'
qpmrnmi:tq with the
est~bhhmerr'tgf a f&qxmIi~p u p WksGcrmab so
anent af Banq, h& tecaqte . co aade lie
-as Mr. Bevia pamh!ed himself,to do od
prepared m w ' the
Soviet G & C S ~ ~was
B ~
Berlin undd &g coamk
than m give up its airn t
-* ---;
All these iavmtions w e needed
~
by I&+-Mid in order to
-poison in kdwce the politid qtnm@ee a d to diqm p u W
ittenth. fsm the S y w h Udga's propod9 i
e &de% to Undermine
in favor of'qsueqhening p e e ''
gad internatf~rJ11ca
whih
f h d e ~G o m .
merit's &&mat-e dibtxtdO
The munber of speeches 'of ~&,e 'rep&adv%t$ of the An@@ '
h n d c a n bloc that fo12awed &owed that &jn"8 s i $ d was. few ceived. Thus for ~insta~:e,
the Canadian rep~esnmxive~
instead af .sob@ a&e$singthe impQna;~:eof the %via propsalqfor mengtl.1erii.1~8.
peace, i d d & in dmdaour fabtiytiions right rhe tt@SR.,-3+
,.;.-.:- ttgsding.
some alleged "new im~sidisll
of the p
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indulged in absurd talk about "regimes" allegeqy imposed by the
' S~viet
Union on its neighbors.
The Canadian delegate, of course, knew that there was not one
word of truth in anything he said about the soviet Union and
the People's Democracies. But what is truth to him!
It' is important to troubleihe waters, it is important to attempt
it by slanderous fabrications in order to divert attention from the
USSR proposals which deal a real tellihg blow to the warmongers
plans! What the Canadian delegate said concerning the essence
of the Soviet proposals proves that the crux of the matter is of
least interest to him! Therefore he expected to brush aside the
Soviet proposals by declaring these proposals to be simple propaganda! This is old and not at all convincing. The Soviet proposals
are no propaganda because themad armaments race' in the United
States, Britain, and their allies is a fact; it is also a fact that the
military budgets 'are idated, further undermining the well-being
of the population and constituting 'even a heavier burden on the
latter's shoulders. The uninterrupted preparation for a new war
in the United States and Britain, which is expressed in setting
up numerous American military, naval and air bases, in the organization of military blocs pursuing aggressive aims against peaceloving 'statesall this constitutes not propaganda but a fact.
Not propaganda but a fact is the shameful discussion which
developed here in the United States before our eyes between the
representatives of the United States air forces on the one hand
and the United States naval forces on the other hand--a dis~ussio~'
unprecedented in the history of even the most reactionary and
aggressive sfates-as to the best method of attacking peace-lbving
countries and the best methods of annihilating millions of people
'and destroying peaceful1tawns and entire states!
The Canadian Minister of Foreign Mairs, Mr. Pearson, and
his ilk.choose to qualify as "propaganda" exposure of this barbarous
ignominious "work" of a handful of imperialists preparing to perpetrate a new and most grave crime against humanity. Howe+er,
the point at issue is not propaganda but to unite the efforts of all
h&<st people, to forestall new cri& of bidders for world dominion, to halt the criminal hand of the warmongers raised over peaceloving countries!
Bur if -we have to speak of propaganda then attention ought to
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paid m such statemeats as tbit of the united' states s
194?*at, the &wS
of DefenseJ~brwgi~
who, g*s
in

E

" 7 -

~
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H

a p w m fox pew meeting
interests of 9 peace-laving nati~ns~
af
prugr~g~sives
mmuct
i
crusade
ki;ld. T h i s is *.the htigatogs of a a&tzg.aimt this pmgram, the imp1emenmt$xi of whlch wauM sighify
' dw hellapsi. of d~ po&qof m i l i . 2 ~
advaxgwis which hm-ed
the heads of the &g
cirdes in c e d -~ddes
ahd p"hmiEp
'in .the United Seztta of h e r i a and in Great Brhaib.
-

.r.<;'~&nid conquests is alien. This
. tbe
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To Condemn Preparations for. a New War

delegation proposes condemnation of thcprepara- TtionUSSR
for a new war conducted in a number of countries and
HE

.

particularly in the United States of America and in Great Britain.
The General Assembly's second session in New York unanimAusly adopted a resolution denouncing propaganda of a new war
in whatever -form. We remember that the United States representative, Mr. Austin then publicly dedared that the Soviet draft condemning war propaganda should be nipped in the bud. The
American delegation failed to do this, failed to prevent the adoption of the resolution condemning the propaganda of war. However, it must be'admitted that in the course of the two years which
have elapsed since then, no one has done more than the reactionary
circles in the United States to kill this resolution in fact, to deprive it of any .real meaning. More than that. In the course of these
years, in a number of counrries, a d particularly in the United
States and Great Britain, war propaganda, far from subsiding, bas
increased even more, having assumed wilder and more hysterical
forms The ar,maments race .is simultaneously .developing further,
military budgets are still more inflated, constituting a heavy burden
.on the population, and other measures pursuing aggressive purposes are being carried out with even greater persistence.
True enough, at the & time opposition to this propaganda
continues to grow on the part of the democratic forces which number in their ranks hundreds of millions of peace champions who,
with ever increasing energy, come out against propaganda of and
preparation for a new war. In April, 1949, the World Peace Congress held in Paris and Prague was attended by 561 national organizations of stmggle for peace, by 12 internatiosal associations of
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ganited appasters of pea&. And all this despite all,the
enmuatad by the O ~ Z R T ofS tbk h g r e s s ,rhe.w~rk,
in Pads, as is knoyq-met with' oppiisiti~non rhe
French authoridea Not only on ndonal, but alsd
mtiond Mak hwlcfrd of .&m .of- people' have united who :
have set d i d v e s the tssk of ptemiting a new &&lae uf'
preventing the agpssors * from mrykji~out theit criminal plot--against peace and the pac& co-opernfrrm of nations This power. -.
ful movement of peoples for'pace is a reliable taken of the defeat .of war and thc via06 of peace*
pace testiiies &t the peoples coostitme a
ing the aggressors,'* G. I& M&&W said
the 3 2 4 d a r p of the Great &to@ Rmolution. Bat it is
p d y the successes.of the peoples' dovement for pea& t h a t .
.to rn even greater extent enrage the adpasariea of peace?the inti- -2
gators of n &w war.
.
the fan remaigs a-fact:. p r o p i ~ d a for a new war does - ;
not cease and, - es herdofores is reqiving support and -encowagement frbm c m i h g & a ~ e n ~ . p d d ~from
l y t h e Unlreels
States and GreDt Brit&, which howeveg,-oaatinue to hidk behind :
highfalutin phteses a h peace and co-operation '
But naw qot ody propaganda is the point at
e issue are 'the pmai'd measures d e n by
for m, thc drawing ~p of military saamgi~piass, swr6, measuim
as @OW that the tim%iof arar has p a e d . f r m the realm of'
m
a
l pbmes and-sm&s. hrhe realm of practical deeds agd . .
tm'portaaf. ;
ma&J and or~&izatianalmea~iwes~
In this respect
role is asigned w-.'su&measures as the North, A w t i c ALLiaq, .
the agpessive nanue af whieb,,irss ~ m r ~se c km $moodage with
fnlPe phrases about difeme, pea-&* and d s g . The mendacity of.-?
such phrases is eqmed -even by the fan that this d i m e i s .
-oppsd*to a number bf pewe-lcwifis states ott tho one hand and
in@des h its cornpsitian such&-called ,Not& Atlantic - area, This
plans of the No& Adantic Alliance
tions to ti$ effect that the Nonh
caw#? of pea& is
exposed by the
- se? a hard and wt grouping of stam
'
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c~mpletelyignores the possibi$ty of a .recurrence of
German aggression against which the gen4nkly defensive treaties
of the Soviet Union with the People's ~&racies are aimed.
Worthy of attention is the circumstance that only one ofathegreat
-Powerparty to the anti-Hitlerite coalition-the Soviet Union,
does not take pan in this treaty.' This circumstance alone leaves no
doubt that the North Atlantic Treaty is aimed against the USSk,
that the North Atlantic Treaty is an aggressive treaty no matter
what false phrases about defense its organizers and paiticipants
may use as a smokescreen.
Messrs. Acheson and Bevin in their speeches in the General
Assembly attempted to prove that the Atlantic Pact and the Brussels Pact conrribute to peace and, .the co-aperation of nations and
do not allegedly pursue any aggressive aims Bur even such a newspaper as the Wall Street Jownal could not but expose the gemioely
aggressive meaning of the North Atlantic Pact when it stated that
the "Atlantic Pact is being advertised as a means for presemiag
peace. It will be a queer peace established by means of convetting
the western world into an armed camp." (Editorial of May 17,

,

/

,

1949.)

- The aggressive nature of the North Atlantic h c t , which is a
roo1 of direct, immediate preparation for an imperialist war, does
,
not call at present for any particular proof. Indeed, it is not accidental that one of the British Members of Parliament who zealously eulogized the North Atlantic Pact as a step forjvard along
the path of strengthening peace could not but exclaim: "But the
question I should like to a& this afternoon is when are ye going to
stop being on the defensive and go on the offensive?" (Palia&@tag Debates, volume 463, pp. 460-461.) This Member of
~apliamemhas accidentally told the truth about the aggressive
aigs of the North Atlantic Pact.
No cunning subttkfuge will succeed in concealing ,from the
peoples the k t h -about the*essence of the military alliances organized under the leadership of ,the United States and Great
Britain;-or the fact that the ever growing rings of air and naval
bases a're not intended for mythical defense against the non-existing
threat of an attack on the part of the Soviet Union, as is wed known
to ,thetinstigators of a new war, but for attack. It is not for de. fense but fm preparation for an attack that tens of billions of
'

The extent to which war hysteria has spread in certain American
circles can b6 judged by such facts as the arrangement of lectqes
in the United States on specid strategy in a war against the
Soviet Union. By way of-example we can refer to such lecmtes for
officers at the air warfare cdlege in Maxwell Field.
Such "lectures" and such literary exercises are mushrooming io
the United States day in aml day out. The warmongers spare no
&arts in attempting to outstrip one another in working up a
war psychosis and in instilling & the minds of people the maximum
of pobaoas hatfed for othef peoples, the 'poison of the idea of
war.
Again resurrected and current in @e reactionary circles of the
United States, Britain, and other countries of the same camp is
the maxim of the epoch' of the Roman Empire: He who wants
peace must prepare for wir, a maxim the actual purport of which
is to camouflage the preparation for war with idle talk of peace.
The warmongers are in a hurry knowing that time is againsit
hein, that the forces of peace and democracy are growing faker .
than the dark forces of reaction and aggressioa The United States
Secretary of ~efense,LO& Johnson, in an article in the S e p t a bet issue of the Anny Znform&ion Digert recently urgedL"immediate actions" and frankly -stated: 'We cannot afford waiting for several years until the full restoration of industrial output in
Etuope. If we wait we shall again run the risk of doing 'too little
and too late.' "
I n such an aunosphere suuxssful work of the United Nations-is
' out of the question. An end must be put to such a situation by
. everybody who really strives for international co-operation and
strengthening of peace. Lunatics and semi-lunatics must not be
permitted to flay with fire. This situation must be ended.
The proposal laid down in point one. of the draft resoluti~n
submined by the Soviet Government-to condemn the p r e p - .
tiod for a new war-is ilireqed toward this aim. The adoption of
this proposal would signify a tremendous stride forward in the
struggle against a new war, in the strbggle for strengthening
- pace.
-

-
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must be said &tic. ztccordiry: to &&.J.ilienWs a&nbsjim h e entirea&tim
t& the commiyliod was then,. as -it io now, iincentrated -
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b i l e aimerisls was- expanded. N&
soccesfollg tested, and M
e
r imjx
at presem.* (T6e Nw York
Thus, pallel to ;he ,diplomatic
of the atomic wmpop and to h e
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of the all&d egoadwill" in tkis r
s
sctee commissions were evollvbig measures that would assure for
the Unitd States ap accumJation of atom bombs in maximum
quafltiy and in minimum rime., '
ZE is quite wdetstmdablt- &at -under such conditions, which
prompted to the Unitd States the afaementioned line of po#cy
- on Q.amdc cpestiowhe lhe of accumulating atom bombsno serious hope' could be enaxto teach an agreemalt with
the .Wted States on - && p'~;hibit&nof atom ' bombs aad con. . sequchdy on the cessaiJ~fi,oftheir ~pr&o~.
Is it her therein
, - thst i q exphatim & a d bk SQU&~ iqr the it&omilable attitude
in this question of the b i t e d Staks dm& of coqkse, o f Britaiti when
MFSTS~
.Acheson aad Bevia d+ed
until the USSa accepts
-&e Americhn p h there $ no ,hope m find n W for agrpqwnt:
fame was asentially qnfirrned by tha kresident of *United
States who declared that the American plan was the b&.-,nns,'
the. Government of the United States from the veq'brst stcps at
this Assembly slammed the door as regards rbe question of finding
ways toward agreement .on the prohibition of rh& atokic w e a p
q d *~stabIishmepr
of coatrol over the irhplmentation of this

pathibition.

'

~ b i l o k ~.Af&;.k ~Achesoh, Mr. Bevin also came out vith an ident i 4 gw9'but one presented in a t l a diplomatic form. But even
. then Mr. Bevin could not help qesofiing to an obviow juggling
wizb facts which, as is known, British di.plmats never hesitatii
to w, &hctidarly when the Soviet Uni0n.i~in questionmWe d
re_m&r, hoW:?$r. Bevh pcaised to rhe sky
Aqericaa plan.
bar L ~ o m
over
~ latomif.-eoergp,serting tbrt it. assures & d y e
?&y~hibi&on
of tbe ato& w m p H~ e :ila&plJy is not at dk con&E
with
IN
the X
c~amstahce
I
&at this plan rests on the Iiqui'datiup
'. -of &ate - sovereignv.%
of which this plan .leaves no stofie -&,
.
rbig-plansf?eb
comp3ete s a m @ o n of the nqtiood ecmmrny'
add +&- entire eeononaic cmd dtwd &vieloprpent of the. eat&y
tp the tx&a&xl inte~ationalccxmol agiency..
, . . ,. .; Encc'we devoted s&ci+t
attention to the a t ~ m issue
t
kin'the
ad'hoc committee, I shall say no -re. I shd-d y say a Pew wards
-@ pmgctiop with Mr. Peamads s t a ~ w n on
t state sqver@ptyt
,i51k:-I&i.
ad hw h o c t & e Mr. pearson also mid '&a he kgwdi ' - ., .
-asasserrion to th; e#kq that the
-.
.
.
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The defenders of rhe American plan for s(1-called intemauonal
cam01 attempt t o present it as proof of the readiness of the United
States Government to relinquish thejr alleged advantages in the
field of atomic energf, as some sacrifice on the part of the United
states. Such talk is pmiculatly groundless in present conditions
which no longer permit of speaking of any advantages bf the United
States in the field of atomic energy.
way
. Thus the United Nations still faces the task of &ling
for the practical solution of the question on prdhibition of the
atomic weapon and for the institution of genuine international
controL The General Assembly must fulfill its duty and recognize
as inadmissible furthet delays in taking practical measures for
solving the aforementioned task.
The proposals of France and Canada now under consideration
at the ad hoc committee do not assute a settlement of this question.
Not wishes . or declaratiom' are needed, but practical busine~sIike
measures.
..
The second point in the Soviet Union's proposals draws attention
p~eciYelyto this aspect of the matter.
In its proposals the Soviet Government- recalls, the fact that
civilized nations have long since condemned as the grave'st crimeagainit mankind the utilization of poison gases and bacteriological
beans for war purposes.
'I'&
Soviet Government suggests that the General Assembly act
in*the same way with regard to the atomic weapon as -civilized
nations have acted in regard to the utilization of poison gases add
ba&eriological means for war purpbses. But the very reference
to the prohibition of utilization of bacteriological means and poison
gases evoked, however astonishing it may seem, objections at the
very beginning of this session, primarily -onthe part of the British
Foreign S e c r e q Bevia Mr. Bevin pointed but that-the fact that
poison gases had not been used in the Second World War had
not at all been due to the existence of a convention but merely
to the aggressors' -fear of possible retaliatory meamres on & part
of- the Anglo-Soviet-American coalitioa But fear of retaliatmeawes during a war can take place a1.But it must be
dear that such consideration can in no way serve as an argument
against the proposal to prohibit the atomic weapon if the con& k i n . of such a convention is really desired. On-the contrary,
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dO &ot.wgnt to c~ndudesuch a canrention can ino&t.a number 6f- *mi=
bf-ah&ails with -mere.view smnebw

aatioa of the a t d c mpoa and other means of mass destmaim
uf pmp1m. ~ s i b l l and
e "ultmm*@k 'with
digaitg of the
~ n i t e dNadons me tbm &tonic &Iap nhidr oqur in-regard to
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'ina&ssiWry of na;and in favor af . instituting
imtmatiod c
~lOi: ~
t .the d h t i i c m of atomic m m
fq peaceful p & m - . d u ~ i d But
y ~ mr progress hns.beea qde.
Tbe %vim Gw-t
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Five-Power Pact to Strengthen Peace

HE proposals submitted by the Soviet delegation to the General
f TAssembly
on September 23 of the current year contain an
appeal to the General Assembly that the latter express the wish
that the United States of America, Great Britain, China, France,
nnd the Soviet Union, bearing main responsibility for the 'maintenance of intanationd peace and security join their efforts for
this purpose and conclude a mutual pact for strengthening peace.
This proposal represents a natural consequence of the foreign
policy which the Soviet Government has been pursuing in the
course of the 32 years of its existence.
It i s known that the Soviet policy 'is a policy of peace, that 'the

.

/

.
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Sovia Union is for .peace and consistently with utmost redueioa
defends the cause of peace, waging a struggle against all and every
attempt to violate peace and impose war on the nations.
The p o l i j of peace pursued by the-Soviet Union from year to
year, from decade to decade, follows from all the characteristic
feanws of. the Soviet Socialist State, the Soviet gyialist sc&al
ordet. p s policy serves the interests pf soviet m l e , the.b&dek
of a new socialist society, as well as the interests of dl peace-loiing
nations, of all mankind.
The peaceful policy of the soviet- Upion determines also the
m a w e s which the Soviet Gov&mt
takes in interba~iond
relatiam, in4theinterests af co-operation.am~6~~
all countries which
desire such co-operation, in the interests of comolidatiag
rklatiqas among dations and. assuring their secmity.
Carrgiog out 'its policy of peace th= Soviet Governopent comes
out nnd has come out against the o r ~ c i o n
of al) and every
d i t q aggressive grouping, military blocs and pacts. The peaceful Souiet-policy explains also that support which the Soviet Union
invariably renders i
b the cause of.atengthening tPie United Nations
believi'ng that ia tkis respict an importam and serious role c m u t .
but -belong, and actudy does belong, to the United Nations.
It - is known that in 1564 the Soviet Uni- joined the League
d atio ions proceeding from the concept that, as.was said once by .
the h&~d'OF' tlie Soviet Goverment, J. V. Stdin, "despite .its are+- -nebs the League can still be useful as a platform for exposing .
. aggasoss -and as &me, though we& instryment of peace chpable
. of 'hindering the unleashing of war."
.- ' w e d i s t i d y -iealize now, too, what difliicuties are involved hi .
'
th;' sm@e ,for peace at present particularly in, atmosphere Qf
paricks militaG combinatidas launched by q e d n states and pri- marily by ;he united Sta& - a d Great Britkin, in an atmosphere of ,
forqtion and dedoptlient of the activity of militarp b k 5 as,
'for iqtance, the ~ o n h Atlantic
:
og so-called ~ e s t e ~Buropean
&
bbF0 .
.
Bat,the Soviet Union has encouqwd di&idties ip the struggle
foi peace before, tm. Speaking of the inre~mtiondsituation in'
.
-. *.1934, the lea&* of the Soviet people8J, V. Stelin, poimed out that
-ic
the
&&cult
internatkid,
c ~ t 1 of.
0 tbat
~
petid
the.
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Soviet Union followed its foreign policy defending the cause of
preserving peace.
It would also be appropriate to recall the period immediately
precedingrhe ~ecbndWmld War when war, as pointed out by :
J. V. Stalin, having undermined the mainstays of, the postwar
peaceful regime and having upset the element* concepts -of
-international law, cast doubt on the value of international treat.ies
pnd -obligations. "Pacificism aqd disarmament projects," J. V. Stalin
said, "turned out-to be buried in the co& Their place was taken :
by an armaments fever. All, from small to big states, began to arm,
including fist and forem-= the states pursuing the policy of paninterference:"
Eyen d e r those conditions the. Soviet Union continued unswerv'
ingly t~ pursue the policy of preserving peace, having concluded a
number of treaties of mutual assistance against the possible attack
of aggressors (withSFranceia 1935, with Ctechoslovakia in rbe
m e year, with the Mongolian People's Republic in 1936, with
the Chinese Republic in 1937). This was a time, as we all remember, when the re'lations both between the capitalist countries and
within those countries were seriously aggravated and when the
disarmament tendencies of- the preceding years gave place to
tendetlcies of arming and expanding armaments. In relation to
this period the leader of the Soviet people, J. V. Stalin, said:
"&nong these tempestuous waves of economic -upheavals and
inilitarg and political catastrophes the USSR stands like a rock
continuing its work of s ~ i d i s tconstruction and the struggle for
preserving peace."
'
The Soviet Government's efforts aimed at assuring peace were
not unsuccessful since, -as a result of th& efforts, the Soviet Union
concluded with a number of countries non-aggression pacts and
p a s of peaceful settlement of disputes.
The Soviet Union, pur.ming its peaceful policy, relied not oniy on .
iis inter@'forces but also on the common se&e of those countries
which for so& r e a b or other were not interested in violating
peace In Mar* 1939, J. V. Stalin, speaking of the relations
between the Sovier Union and the capitalist countries, a g h pointed .
out that 'hstand for peace and the strengthening of business
relations with all countries; we adhere and shall adhere to this' 1
position as long as these countries maintain like relati~~as
with -.
'
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the Soviet Union, and as long as they make no'akemgt to trespass
interests of our country."
Soviet Government's foreign policy program fully corresponds to the gteat task .of strengthening peace and international
security.
Having victoriously edded the Second World War the Soviet
Union has signed a number of interna~onalagreements of tremendous historical importance. The ,agreements in Teheran, Yalta,
and Potsdam determined a number of most important measures
in postwar settlement of tremendous historical significance.
Th Soviet Union strictiy ana unswervingly fulfills the obli-'
gations it has assumed, insisting on the fulfilhent of the obegations by other Powers which signed thqse agreements. In the
Imeregs of peace the Soviet Govemment has raised the
of
conduding a peace treaty with Japan.
The Soviet. proposal on universal regulation and reduction of
armaments and armed forces, on prohibition of the atomic weapon,
on condemnation of war propaganda in any form whatever, the propod- on a one-third reduction by the five Powers of their
armed forces and armaments-all these proposals made by the
Soviet Union in the course of 1946-1948 serve one aim: to
strengthen peace, to assiue security of nations. The same purpose
i s served by the proposals submitted by the Soviet delegation to the
present session of the General Assembly concerning the condemnation of preparation for a new war and conclusion of a five-Power
pact for strengthening'peace.
The Soviet Government taking into consideration that the main
responsibili~ for the maintenance of international peace and
security rests with five Powers-he permanent members of the
Security Corincil-proposes that the General Assembly appeal
to these Powers urging them to join their efforts for this purpose
and conclude a mutual pact for strengthening peace.
The Soviet delegation expresses the confidence that these proposals will meet with due support on the part of other delegations.
The Soviet.delegation is coqvinced that adoption of these proposals will serve to' strengthen peace, the-interests of which the
United Nations is cde$ upon to serve.
gri the
. The
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Speech' of November 16, 1949 before
the Political Committee of the
General Assembly
- The Five-powersBear

the, Main Rerportsibilj?y for Peace

,

it necessary from the veryOutsetto cal,l attention u, the \
specific featme, which is noticeabfe at once, of.rhe debates which 2
have &tl
p k e d-g
these days in the P6litid G o . d t i g e
oix the p m p & of the Soviet Un+ This is the m e m e tendea- t i o u ~,&
r ~e-siddxqssof t& spe@es of the $&gat& w h
dprjectd od ihe Beiet pr+,
sp&es which contained so'rmny di@o&ils md crudevarqrcfrs against the SoViet U n i y and Soviet . . I
doreiga policy.
The& speeches' piled up so manyquatiions -whichhave no hj
ing wbateqer rm the .propods of the soviet Gvvexment fos
d&.
,the prep.dbn of .a.new war and cmduding a pact -of
five Pqwers for swengcheni$gl peace as to leave no doubt wbw~ezof rhe real schemes of our opponena. Thae schemes consist- in
dive*
the attenti~nbf public opiniop-from the main probt-.
facing us now and demanding salutioo, si@cew'ithout a sdutiotl ,ofi ;
ihese problems it is impossible to eliminate the danger of a new
ww which hangs over the world.
-A numb of spe&exs objead to the lnain propaf of-&& ;
Sovia w r n m e n t for the conclusion of n pact of five Poms aai
&erred to fhe fact- that all mefnber-s?tes of the united N ~ I ~ Q
bear the impomIbSay fot peace. This of C O W : ~is~ true, since m ai~& meetnkr-stat9 of &e Unlted Nadoos can he relieved of re:
qxmsibility either f a -the instigation and prepamtin of a riew 5
pauskol
fol the cause of peace, bur no mmw what may be said hwe-an .&is -s+ar'eone cannot -dispute ,the fact that the main re- . -rpsibi;liq for w e is b r n e by the five pamzkent membirs of 5
tb+ Seca&y.
4 that. this ~qspomib'idevolves up@ :
rhun preciseti .because of the special ole which they play in kternatioflstl relations by virtue of their intbnational position. For .
this se&
one must resoluteIy reject die attempts to minimize
rhe degree of te~p6mibilityfor the caw of P c e bome by rhe .:1
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five great Powers, must reject attempts, b y talk uf equal responsibility- of all m&-mates
of the United Nations, to relieve the

great Powers of this -res$msibi.bty which really Tests primarily
and most-of all with them. This.responsibility of the great Powers
is a ,fact w i c h one can i p no way. evade. Those who deny such
responsibility of try to. minia&zeit i n epery way possib1e, hiding
behind all member-stages of,,the TJrrited ~ a u o m ,merely pmve
not -only th& u n w ~ e s tsog betq such responsibility but slso
.their ~nwillinpessto & effective me&ures which .it is necessary
to tzke id the interests of the mmsolidation .of fjea-ce and security
of nations.
This refers b t of all to the U o i d ' States iepsenmtive whose
speech om this quistion cannot be regardedd&mise than as an
attempt to prevent the adoption of the Soviet piogosals and conqiiently, to prevent the adoption of measures aimed against the
prewation of a new war and for the consolidation of peke.
In his speech Mr. Austin stre~sedthat- the USSR delegation is
not for the fist time raisidg the question 'of propaganda and
prepration of a new war. This is tfue. it of what is this evidence?
This-is e v i d e k of at least two facts.
First, it is evidence that for a number of y-msthe war propakanda conducted in a number of -tries,
and pfimarily in the
~ d t i Stat?
d
and Britain, does not cease, and of late the preparatian
of a new war'too ha$ developed extensively. Second, thii is e v i d e n ~ o four persimnt sttiving to draw the
General Asrembly -into -anearnest daborstion of -measures for the
consoEdation of .peace. This is evidence that the USSR pursues r
really consisient policy, wag&*a cowistent struggle not only a&mt
the propaganda of*war but also agaiast the preparation of a new war.
This, Mi. Austin, is what is shown by the fact that you; thl.
r e p m t a t i v e of the united States, are farced every year to listen
to our proposals on peace. '
4
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American Militarists Seek to Conceal the Preparation of a
New War

AUSTINdenies that the preparation of a new war,is conM ducted
in the United State. To deny is insdcient. It is
R

necessary to prove that preparation of war is not being conducted.

-

9
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a number of faas, a fiumber of proofs that prepation 3
of war is being conducted. Perhaps the presented facts are insuf- :j.Went, perhaps Mr. Austin considers that they do not prove my- -.2
thing? In that case Mr. Austin ought to prove it. But he-has d e {
no attempt whatever to prove. anything, to show in' what yay the: 'j
hm1vency of our proof is manifested. Not a single fact was ad1
duced in refutation of our assertions, which are corroborated by 2
.
numerous data.
- Has Mr. A w i n refuted the maniacal pronouncements on war .made by General Bradley? Has he.refuted the maniacal utterkncks
of the United States Secretary of Defense Johnson? But h e are . .d
not insipificailt people in the governmental system of the United +?
States of America, these are the official representatives of the
American Government!
One could expect that Austin would cite some kind of eqlanadons for these maniacal speeches, that he would say: 'You do
not interpret properly what Genejal Bradley said," or "He did ,
'
not say this, he did not have this in mind, he said. something else,
you distorted, you misinterpreted, your proof therefore cannot be .
believed" Austin said rrothing of the kind. He kept silent, posing
as an Egyptian sphinx, whom incidentally I do not envy-not Mr.
Austin, but the sphinx. And Austin simply let all these facts slip by. .I pointed also io such facts as the organization in the military
schoob of the United States of a special course, which is call4
"A Course of Special Strategy in the War against the Soviet
Union." This course is being read not in some place, in some club
of insane or semi-sane people, but in the military school at AkweIl
Field I now ask, perhaps this is untrue? No, it is true, and Austin
could not deny it and did not deny it.
The entire reactionary American press,screams and howls, clamoring for Swiet blood. Austin maintains an imperturbable calm' as if
nothing of the kind were taking place in. reality, as if this press
were singing love roulades dedicated to the USSR and not pub- ,
lishingdespicabie slander, outright calls for war on the USSR.
You demand facts. We have cited these facts. If this is insufficient for you we shall cite some more.
- Austin expressed obvious displeasure with our proposals. He is
dissatisfied in general that we speak the truth, that war preparation
is called by us war preparation, that warmongers are called by us
1 have cited
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warmongers Austin is dissatisfied that we call things and people
by their proper names. He said outright that abuse does not facilitate constructive co-opqation, that provocation cannot serve as a
contribution to friendly cooperarion.
Of what friendly co-operation does Mr.,
Austin speak when the
American militarists openly incite to war agaiqt the USSR? Of
what provocation does ML Austin speak, unless this is to be applied
to the behavior of Messrs, the American milita$iss? Austin says
that the USSR proposal is directed at condedning the <United
States of America and Great Britain for prep&ing a new war.
Yes, this is so. We have said it in the first sentme! of our proposals.
We said,it at the plenary session on September;23. We repeated'
it here on November 14; I repeat it today.
1:
We are told: This is a grave accusation. Yes, ;jt is. But it is an
accusation based on facts. You say: We must thi become a court
and must therefore examine these facts. I we-come this but ,I
cannot agree with speeches such, for example, kk the speech of
Peruvian delegate who did not cite any f a s whatever, who
spoke more about his diplomatic practice, his splendid experience
as a diplomat, who spoke about Bolivar and anything you please ,
but said nothing concerning the substance of uw proposals. This
is not an examination of the matter, not a study of facts;and under
such -a situation you of course have no right to regard yourselves
as the supreme court in matters of international import,
To be.a judge in this matter one must examine the facts, gentlemen, and not evade an examination of the facts This will .not
help those who think that they represent a majority -here; ihe
majority beyond the wa& of this hall and the majority in the
Weregt countries-in the East and West, in the South and Northclosely f&ws what is happening here in these halls, in the cornmittees and at the plenary sessions.
We promised to present additional facd, we shall'do so, but wk
are entitled to present our demand whi* cohists in that it is
necessary to settle with the facts we have plreadikited You ignote
them, you say: Give us other .facts. We shall give you other facts
but you-I address my critics-bear in mind thaf'we will remember
that you have not settled with those facts,. that pdu are indebted to
us, &t you prefer to keep silent about -these facts. Thereby you'
- have already said what these facts mean, what weight they carry.
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Let ks then turn to the facts. These facts s h q that
~ rhe reaaioidyW
circles of the United States of America, Great Britain and certain 'other states-there i s no need to enumerate them all-are preparing
a new war. The leading role here belongs to. th-e ruling circles
of the United States of America which openly support the p r e p - .
,tian of a new s v ~which is manifested not only in propagwda
but also in the precipitous growth of military budgets, in the
wmaments race, in the organization of bases which have the specific
purpw of preparing the war; in or8anizing 'blocs which have ,
the specific purpose of &eaing the war.
. What facts have we? Be so kind as to listen. .
In September, 1945, Assistant Secretary of the Navy Hens&
outlining the view of his department at a public press confer- .. .i
ence, said that the United States must secure for itself a gigantic -A
postwar ring of naval bases en'cumpassing~the Pacific Ocean, in- - .
&.ding the bases which formerly belonged to Britain. And indeed, .i
according to authoritative data which no one has disputed 'as yet, ;
throughout the wsl the United States of. America. built 256 bgses ' . .
of all dimensions and all types in the Pacific thegter of war, and +
228 miIitary, naval, and air bases in the Atlantic theater of war, ;
that iq altogether 484 bases Since then the number.of these bases 'j
has increased.
In October, 1948; a commupiqu6 was published in London confirming that there are permanent bases for American superpowerful .
"flying, fortresses" in Britain and* that stationed on these bases
were 90 'American superpowerf4 B-29 "flying fortresses" sub- ,
divided into three groups of the strategic bomber air force. The
t~rmerChief of St& of the United States Air Force, General
+tz,
boasted then, counting on intimidating people wi@ wqak :
nerves, that these 90 American bombers translated intd the lgta- 2
p g e of atomic firepower would be equivalent to 19,800 super- -powerful "flying fortresses."
Only recently, on November 4, 1949, The New York Times published a dispatch stating that after twenty-four hours of grave '
consideration the British 'Government finally agreed, on November
3, to accept the proposal of the United States to turn ovei to ;
Britain 70 American B-29 bombers. These bombers would soon be
sent to Britain as part of the military aid program in c o n f d t y with the tenas of rhe N o d Atlantic Pact The-aforementid ' I
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dekisk was takq by the British Governmefie &er a prnlo&ed
discussion, in the course of which Xigh ranking officers of
Royal Air Force, officiais of the Ministry of Aviation and rheDefCommittee of the Cabinet of Ministers whd took patt i
a
it disagreed on the expediency of accepting these Americdd plane.
What do these indisputable faco show? .
They show, h t * - t h a t Britain has nb faith in shehelf, ,that' she
recognizes her miliqary. w e h e ~ sthat'she
~
NOS
over the destiny
of t$e countty into the hands of the American. armed farces and
conquently, into the hands of those ivhu direct these anned forces.
~ o r & r , this is evidence that imposing air and military forcm
are being mustered p&iselY in Britain, that Britain has been a p e d
into an American military base from which objects o1,attack could
be easily reached. Which? Ponder this question. Well, who is to -&.attacked by tb(& 19,800 bomber~'trans16ted &to the hguae;e of
atomic ' ~ ~ p o w cWho?~Jragce?
t?
Belgiwi! Luernbq~g! Western
Germm??
-Sweden?
N
k
a
v
?
Who?
.
,
.
-- .
-.
. .
you we silent, you have already repligd with your diknce!,
.
. t h v spcecbes of Austin and then -of MCNeil and the others of
heir friends, in the ovenvhehing majbrity reprwntatives of corntr& which are inembets of the North Atiantic Pact, were needed
in ord& to justify this attack that is k i n g piegared on the USSR
and.the cowtries of people's demmacy!
.
The United States of America is building its bases on territmies
of other c?nntkes, including Great ~rit'&, and at the same. ri;.e
~~~~the %v& Union of prepsring -an armed attack. It turfs
out that those who bqild bases.nre not preparing for Lan attack
while those W ~ Qdo not w d bases are preparing m attack! -But.
.ft9rr dl.one does not-Lpstackwith bare ham+! .Those wha are a m - ,
.
hg "axe peace-ldiring people, t$ey me peacemakers; while &we who 'demand disarmament, who demand signing of a t r a y for
- the co&lidation of peace-&are the real aggressors! But 'do
you think that anyuFe will believe such logic? Do you think 'fhit'
such logic can co&+ince a n y e o f anything? . '*
,.
-'&t t& prc&eed. In 1948 The New. Yorb Twior carried a dispaich fmm Nicosia (Cyprus) that Cyprus is bekg rurnd by - the
'Asleticags and Bfitish into an i m p o m strategic base which must
b e , as the ~orrespmdent~
puts it, a point 6f support against
'
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Soviet expansion. This means 'that Cyprus has been included in
this system of attack on rhe Soviet Union.
The New York Tiatos correspondent repond at the same time
that although Cyprus is a British colony, - p h far mn~erting
Cyprus into a bastion directed against the Soviet Union are being
drafted under joint Anglo-American control or rather-under
American control.
In September, 194Gthis is known to the enfire worldSenator
Gurney, Chairman of the Armed Services Commitfee of the Uniied
States Senate, met Franco. The.Madrid correspondent of the Daily
Mail reported that in exchange for granting bases to the United
States of America, Franco demanded the admission of Spain into
the United ~ a t i o G
'and the extension to her of ail the benefits
given m the:~ars$allized countrick.
It is now dew, of c o r n , why we have here a delay in the a&
mission of certaininew members into the United Nations. The
reason is that the United States and Britain try in every way first
to drag into the United Nations Portugal, Spain, etc. One must
frankly say that tveir coming to the United Nations would bring
nothing good to the United, Nations: What is important is not
this: what i s impdrtant is the deal taking place behind the back
of the entire world. pe'deal: "Give us bases and we will admit
ybu into the United Nations.:'
- The State Department, as the American press repom, seeks to
obtain fiom Franco the right to use the ports of Cadiz, Cartagena,
Valencia, Barcelona and Huelva; the right to extend the existing.
military. aitdromes; the right to build new airdromes, especially
near the coast on the high plateau in the interior of the counrry
in Catdonia and Aragoa It is directly pointed out that the United
Sates is interested :in-one more Balearic Island to be placed at the
dispoeal
- of the Amkican 'armed forces.
The= is information available that as early as in 1947 a secret
agreement was concluded with Spain Gder which the United
States received the right t6 build 13 bases on Spanish territory.
Similar news was published in the monthIy bulletin Report cm
WorZd Afi&r~which reported that die United states simultaneowily
reached an agreement id Portugal granting it the right to build
seven bases in Portugal proper and five bass in Portuguese colohies.
In July, 1949, the As~ociatedPress published a report that the

United States is drawing up a plan for setting up advance air bases
deep in the heart of the Arctic, and explained why this was necessary for the United States. It t u m ~out that this was necessary
because planes could refuel there during operations across the North
Pole.
Will you be so kind as to tell us against whom these operations
across the North Pole will be directed?
Perhaps-against Swedes,, Norway, Denmark, Iceland?
Across the North Pole-against whom could these operations be
effected? Operations for which such tremendous preparation is
necessary: bases, hundreds of planes, and the atom bomb which,
as is known; is the last hope of the American- militarists. .
Was there a denial df the report of the same Associated Press,
a. report which said that they, the edltors, happened to get hold
of a report of the Depament of the Air Force, the American Depamnent of the Air Force, a h t the plans and estimates C O M ~ C )
with setting up of bases for heavy bombers in Liwstone, Maine,
which said: "A typical 'Arctic operation may require &at p h e s
taking off from air bases in the United States of America should
refuel- at advanced bases in Northern Canada, Greenland or even
.
on the Arctic ice . .
One could cite a host of other facts which prove the full justification for anxiety, the full justification for the assertions about thk
prepatidn of a new war being conducted under cover-of all kinds
of peaceful or. peaceloving phraseology.
It would be important at last to explain to world public opinion
the purposes for which the aforementioned military bases & up
during the Second World War against Hitlerite Germany and
militarist Japan are being preserved. For what purpose are not
only these bask being preserved but are new bases also being or- .
ganizd? Precisely against whom are these bases designated? Of
precisely what does the peaceful mission of these bases consist?
It musr be admitted that until now neither we nor, anyone in
general codd obtain any kind of articulate answer -from the United
States of Am'erica to all these questions, even to one of rhese
questions.
One cannot regard as an answer to these questions the speeches
which we hear from time to time from dmerican representativesmilitary and civilian-former and present senators--5peeches about
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. a m t a r y vacuum which, .don't you see, must be filled, becaU-

law of physics says that name abhors a v m m . . . or speeR&s
h t the need of mutual asististance, defense, when it is knowi
that no one intends to attack the United Sqates or tbbtjier participants in the North Atlantic Pact and consequently there is no one to
defend against.

The North Atlantic Union-An
Instrument of Aggression and
Not An Instrument of Peace

.

tried here to .convince' us of the peace-loving policy of
A the United
States.
US^

He quoted in. his speech a statement of the Foreign Relations
Committee of the American Senate as proof, as he said, that the
-main aim of the North Atlantic Pact is to assist in attaining he
prime objea of the United Nations, namely maintenance of peace
aad security. Austin quoted also that section of this statement which
says that the North Atlantic union is a union only against war
itself. In doing so he said al-I.
am quoting him-&% &'the
policy of the Unired States of America. is directed e x c l u s i ~ eat~ ~
ensuring international peace and security through the medium of
the &it4 Natiork so that the armed forces should not be used
otherwise dyn in, the common interest." Austin asserted further
that "the U ~ t e dStates seeks ta secure a.rmed forces to the United
Nations, as envisaged in the Charter."
. This is what Austin assured us of, boosting the foreign policy
of the United States as a peace-loving policy, as a policy directed
against war w d military gambles, as a policy aimed at consolidating
peace. .
Dws this correspbnd to reality? No it does not so correspbnd,
and I willashowwhy. I am using the arguments of Mr. Austin himself. We are told that inasmuch .as the United Nations Chartere
already c o & k rhe obligation to strengthen peace there is no need
a
of five Powers for the strengthening of peace.
for c o n c l ~ n g pact
But why have you, though such obligations envisaged in the Charter
exist, nevertbe1ess concluded the North Atlantic- Pact? Is it not
clear that sudi a line of argument is unconvincing?
If with the United Nations in existence it is possible to haye a
I
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N&- ~ d a n t i cPan, even-4
t
h the most peace-loving sims, s .pact
of twelve states, while the United Nations oqgmizatior$' consists
of 5 9 states, why is it impossible to have a pact of fiqe m-tes? ,
W h y is this regarded as contrary to the .principles of the United
N&w?
_4
I must state that e+eryrhing that is being said about t$e peace
ful aims of the Nor& Athtlc Pact does not withstand b y a i ~
cism, nor does the reference to the alleged d n g of the North
Atlantic pact through the United N ~ t i a oid~the C
O ipteriest
~
withstand criticism. This This dot coxrespond to r d t y b u s e the
United ,l?&tignti
gaa m, cd&sentto tfK establishment of the North
Atlanec qk34.You d r g m i d ' this ahion ftrithom us and w i h u f :
d y -other.states and for .a p-ffecdy namral mason. Be&= this
d o n is directed against ,us.
+
~ k t i nbeats his breast, maintaining that evefything is @t fpre
and oaly for peace and that the North- Adnndc Pact ~01uteIy
does not pursue any milimilitarf aims, and refers to the fact %&atthe
Soviet Union has pacts with the East European countdes, with
.
.
Poland, Czechoslovakia, Ehmgary, Bulgaria, Roinania.
thes pacts are directed against a possible future .German
,
aggreSSion, which. r i i i l r r a real danger and threat fq as also in
rbe fume, for. G e r v militarism has not been destroyed, owing
- . ' p i & l y to the policy of the United States of' America -and Great Britain in the'western Zones of Germany. Moreover, it is
being weouraged. Western Germany is bdng turned into a fume
partidpa& in this North &dantic Pact, with all the con&quthat follow therefrom, a bridgehad for possible attack on 0th
- .
counkies, on the USSR and its friends.
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If the N o d - Adantic Pact deals. with peace, why, in such a ctse,
does, thi United States thwart the e&boration. of m e i s m for
ezunk upsarmed forces of the United Nations? Why have we
begn-unable for four years to r*
an understanding a b u t the
&nt.in$ents of a d .forces of the united Nations, to $each an
tzbdermmding- on the qualitative and qoamitadve principle of
tbe orgahization of armed forces?.If the poliry of the Uaited States
is-really directed at ensuring peace and m i r y through the U n i d
,.Nations, as you assert, how in sudr a case is it possible to set up .
meh an organization as the Nqrih A h t i c mion outside of. the
.,.Waited
,Nations, even iri
atmosphere of competition with the
. ._
\
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United Nations? What relation dms, the United Nations bear to
the North Atlantic union outside of the fact that 12 of the 59
states present here are participants in this union?
What right have you, Mr.Austin, to say that the North Atlantic
union is a union set up through the medium of the ~ d i t e dNations
a d .in such a way -that the armed forces of the United at ions
should not be used otherwise than in common interests? In whose
common interests will the armed farces of this North Atlantic
d o n be used if they are to be used? Whose "common intezests"
will these be? Twelve states participate in this union, 59 states
participate in the United Nations, and outside of the organization
remaitl a goodly 10 other possible pardcipants in this organization.
In wbse tecomnbninterests" will the armed forces be used at the
commanddof these 12 states, or, more e ~ d ythe
, one state which
naris all these a f f a i r d e United States of America?
This done convinangly shows that the policy of the United
States of America pursues entirely different aims than those of
which, Mr. Austin spoke here, aims spoken -of more imposingly
and authoritatively, allow us to say here, by the Bradleys, Johnsons
and others who guide the military &airs of the United States of
America and the makers of its foreign policy..
,

Instead of international Control-An

American Supertrust

is displeased with paragraph 2 of the Soviet-Union's
A proposals,
which speaks of prmeasures far the prdhibiUS^

tion of the atomic weapon and international control over the
implementation of this prohibition. What has Mt. Austin expounded on this score, becoming for a time a real poet? This, it
turns qut, is "a sweet-sounding paragraph.'' This, it turns out, is
"an nniiiaal branch surrouflc$ed by thorns-s
lastly is 'Ipfty
mlk of pace whi& sounds lib' war." Nbt a senator, though a
former one, but a veritalJe poet! But what did he say besides this
on the subtan& of paragraph 2? I caa assert that if me is to
cast aside all these irerbd trappings, a l l these belabored attempts at
poetic imagery, w M remains is only Mr. Austin's irritation. It
is precisely only a state of irritation and loss of .self-control which
can explain this entire part of Austin's speech in which he said tbar

we allegedly ignore the conclusgoi of the General Assembly that
effective prohibition of the atomic weapon can be attained only by
turning over all dangerous atomic materials and all means for
manufacture and utilization into the hands of an international agency which the American delegates call an international cooperative. ,
But this, too, does not correspond to reality. Indeed; do we ignore
the General Assembly's decision? On the contrary, we have thoroughly analyzed it and proved that this demand for placing all atodc
raw materials and'all enterprises processing these raw materials
at the disposal of the so-called intermtiod agency, whether on
the basis of property rights or ownership rights, is unacceptable.
And we have shown why. All out opponents were irritated by the
fact that we defend state sovereignty, that -we oppose the conversion of the international control agency into an American superp s t . They attempted to reduce this entire matter to some theoretical
talks about a juridical concept. But the point at ikue is quite
different indeed. I have quoted here the 1946 memorandum of
the com&ssion headed by Mr. Acheson; I have quoted a number
. of other documents and specifically the statement made by Mr.
Barnard, whom Mr. Austin undoubtedly knows, a statement which
, reveals the ins and outs of this proposal on transferral of atamic
iesources to the ownership-of the international control agency and
of the o p p i t i o n to our proposals. These questions remained unexpbined although no elucidation of thqse questions would hare
eliminated many grounds for all sorts of differences of opinion
which are tearing us asunder here.
But this has not been done either. We say that transferripg &
the ownership of this international control agency a l l the atomic
resources of every country, all enterprises processing atomic materials, all enterprises of so-called related industries-metallurgical,
chemical, etc., as well as all scientik research-to transfer all this
to the ownership of this agency is impossible because it would
mean paraljyzing the entire economic system, parricularly in those
countries &he& energetici play the decisive i d e while atomic
energy plays a particular role in the devefopment of the natipnal
economy. Let us leave the quektion of sovereignty alone. Let ir, be
a threadbare, old, some sort of feudd, medieval theory as asseged
here. All this is certainly wrong. But let us leave it at that. La us
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i ~ h e csptiviq
leghtic ~ch&stics
ap$f& it f r m the viewpoint .of life 'of&at= and
this pi%iotltoo it is necesarg to reject dre k b e r k m proposal iu.
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t h e , w t d agency, h u e we cannot .dew the wire economy ro -5
be subjectid 'the connolof this agency by meaad of @e American :
phqrxhich iricidegtallf. is' deficient, a admitted
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rii:qme'm,about the -pomibity i
f co-Operatio~gbont he.
great teache~,tenin and Stdin,- our teachers
srSr&rnents of
-It&&
,Engels. Yes, geodemen, we are guided &d inspired by
~ & s m and Leninisq~%Vg?slsad on &ese gnnm*, since t h y
the realms of
mastimte the greatest achievmmt of science
kionomp, 4 the d y of the paths of the social de- .
'the ba'i 6f
.vebpinent of hmhanltg, and our activity is built
&&ice.
and
not
utopia
But
now
I
want
t
o
speak
about
the Soviet
- pi~pmdsand about' the extent
,
of the honesty of the criticism of' ,
QlW -kri@ics.
.- The~Sovietpmpo5als are very modest Our proposals on atomic energy are refldaed in paragraph 2.
.-~ h Soviet
e p r b p a ~D ~O down
~ to the propo~al+tt the ~em.
'jkminmiad
m the, ~ t o m ' t cE-gy
Corn- A+@Sy 2 9 s m ,
@s$-i@,
h C it 'n6t3&y nng fmh& -/I&* g& ob with 9 pkaikd
m&im .~f&the prahiblrion, OF ihe im'mic-wGm fir the k- tab-nt
of sGict international coiiudl
@ a proposal
ihe heinaner in die
of ;ha& W ~ Q % I Xgenui~ely
- hinder
rhe
ibfl;t&&tedin it? Doe; the -n$optian80fsuch a propod
dtity*of the Atomic En=@ Gfnmission or any other +P&priately
a~~thiwized
body to begin 8saw:mg up practical m-es
f&' the.
p&tion
of the atomic- weapon and for conaol? But I shall not,
ey if I say h i the derision an at& energy. Pdapted yestenby in .
. ~~&e.SFialPoIigicaf Committee, :and wbich w& of course-bc ap- 8&
g~&edbi the General -&&esnbIy, will have the same praqicd . @np.omincx as had all the .previous &&ions of the G e d . As.,' mbXp on this issue, @at is, no impom&xwhaiever.,
k
noi need ivords but we .do need P r ~ & deeas
~ ' 'an8 ' . - . ' ~ e r xh-do, x$ '
I&<; - onQ* up^ recpc~t,to t& political Chmmitiiee pTd 1.pixd --L
. --t&d&& if -to the .&ne~d A$sembfy-t~ adopt such. a d&sioq- k '. . 4*dfa-fi&&
it obfigl"toG ta&e the piactid akPIf- j iw~d t~-, ',$rohibit ,ik w o e wmpoa, then. order hit practimI in*
..
-- . _3&e.&awn up.'.gut yup & aw want to do it by k a y og ~i&tridng
,:;-&kt
. -pm&d: ineasma be drawn up. This gives as the:$&+
€9
~ ~ f o t t h e w t s d e w o s l d ~ ~ h r h r t h a t ~ o u d o n & .w ~
is..attested- &>b
.-66.TR=~~
.'-1 ':&&itionof 6
. , h - i -ieport of &€r.~A&emn's
c&&n,
the IS,.&which yoq .
.!
: -&q d&mdee of- &is plan, are attempting'to ,&SS -&er. ' 3 3 ~y@
'
-.
~
iin glosi.a~
+it
since~~ r~6iiitods
, ~ letta stat?. ,
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in essence: "Here you have the control plan which we have work4
out. But do not think, Messrs Senators, that by adopting this
the United States will be obliged to discontinue the production of
atomic bombs. No, the United States will not at all be obliged
will still be decided by Congress in the light of higher
to do so.
politics; we shall m l e this by our consitutiod p r d u r e irrespective of the plan for international conuoL In other words we
shall vote in the Senate ps we like if we desire to preserve thee
bombs .and to increase their stocks." More 'than that, from the
aforementioned report it is clear, as said by Lilienthal, chairman
of the United States Atomic Energy Commission, that the main
attention of this commission is not directed toward inventing
methods for suspending production of the atomic weapon, but
toward accumulating as many atom bombs as possible. As far
back as 1946 Lilienthals commission realized thgtt the hour would
come, aod that it *would be struck by the dock of history, when
other states also would be in a position to compete with the United
States as regards the production of atom bombs! And this hour
has struck, a d struck several years earlier than estimated by the
American star-gazers.
Now we are striving for the prohibition of the atomic weapon
aod establishenr of strict international control over the hplemenration of this prohibition. We. are offered such a plan as
cannot satisfy anyone but those who want .neither prohibition nor
control. But we are Wing assured of the contrary by assertions
that they-our, critics-are also for prohibition and control. We
say: Gad, but let us begin to work together on the practical
measutes But to this we get the reply: -is
is useless! Accept o&
plan." We however say: 'Your plan is no good." And this is said
not only by us but it is also said by your own representatives as,
fur instance, Mr. Osborn. Your refusal to accept our proposals
exposes you completely.
Mr. Austin suggested that the ko1itic.d Cornmitt- No. 1 riject
parawph 2 of ow proposals. In doing so he refqrred to the fact
th& the ad hoe committee had &ad? examined the question of
atomic energy. But this need not prevent the Political Committee
&oh aciepting our proposals on &wing up practical proposals oh.
prohibition and control, the more so as the ad hoi: committee had'
not considered or adopted such a propusal. The rejection of s!

.

propal such ss is laid down in paragraph 2 of our &ah resolution
can be demanded only by those who are not interested in speeding
this work, nut interested in the prohibition of the atomic weapon
,

v
Anglo-American Critics Try to Deceive Public Opinion

a few words about other questions touched upon by Mr.
N Austinabout
the elections in Romania, Bulgaria, Hungary
OW

and Poland. All these questions were dragged in here by the hah
in order to divert public attention from the Soviet Government's
proposals on strengthening peace, in order to deceive public opinion. My Polish colleague has replied to the questions regarding
P~land.I shall say a few words in connection with what was said
here by Austin about the other countries. First of all I shall recall
what we said on !his subject while discussing the question of the
alleged violation by the Governments of Hungary, Bulgaria and
Romania of so-called human rights and basic liberties; we spoke
about all this rather in detail. We cited facts and you voted. We
cited facts and you were silent. But the head of the Polish delegation, Wierblowski, opportunely recalled the Greek elections which
had been accompanied by swindles and falsifications. Indeed it iS
a fact that a member of the International Control Commission, a
professor of a California university who exposed these falsifications,
was driven out of this commission. All this Austin and McNeil
iin silence, preferring to indulge in insinuations with regard
to the elections in the People's Democracies. Austin thought it
somehow appropriate to repeat the gossip t o the effect that in
1945 I allegedly had presented the *~omanianking an ultimatum
demanding a reply within two hours and five seconds. Where did
Austin get such accurate information? Is it from the ex-king himself?
Maybe we ought to invite the ex-king to come here and question
him?
Actually of course there was no ultimatum of any kind. There
was General Radescu's conspiracy, the treason of a handful of
generals-Hider's agents. It was in February, 1945: It was the time
when the Red Army was fiercely fighting its way toward Berlin
and when Radescu and other traitors planned to undermine the
Red Army's rear. In those conditions it was necessary to draw the

,

-

thnt the Generd Radescu government be replaced by a government
-enjoying the confidence of the Romanian people. And this was
done. General Radescu resigned, and the resignatiqa was accepted
General aadescu e d a t e l y took refuge in rhe British &&assy
in B u h e s t and subsequemly, as is known, went to the United
Stapes-where hie is now ia the company of other uaitorg d -adverimrs who are coaspirin&qpbt the Rcmmim People's Decratic Republic,'
~f rhis' question i i m be idferted t~~& 'it should be re&&d
that is *sqt.ax yeax crf 1945, on the smngth of a d-ion
takeh
at the &nfaeme of ihree ministers of L&e United States, Great
BrWm and the USSR, a coO+t+on cbmposed of your humble
m a & , the British Ambps~adorin Mosccyw,. Keq~,and the Am$&,
c i b~b s a d o r in Moscow, Haaimm, visited Bucharest wd
d u d migotiations with .he ST
ar-king Michael and t$e Re
&an
G~vemmenton adding to Dr. P. Gsoza's goveramm W o
- membets of the Tsaaad Liberal Parties, -which w a also d ~ g .
Thus rche Yoit& Stqtes aGd ,Gr%ttBritain, far from objectiw JEQ
Ix. G r d s neca gwemme~hdped it, .pi we see, e,d took a&$-:
-,for its consalidatiiP;a. Wby tben $U this gossip dis&ared
Gem& B a d e W ~
liere by Atlstin abwt an alhw and
"jEawWr)-governshent-.being replared by a. .new g o v e r d f . of 51.
- ,
Q02a on the igstmcti6m of the Soviet G o v m a ~ ?
It is dear that this gossip a n pPUrSpIee
only aine +to
make ;anatampt somehow .to-whimash Radscfl and t~ ppsp bim d fot
victim.of interference on $xi part of S Q V&iies.
~
- Austids tall scoria were apparently needed ia .or&& M &&!a
&ati:&,
by idle'&, hm tbe-dimsicin of such 4 setiaias nia-i
I+$ @ei
C i c w e m ' s pmposalsals
"On Cond-W
of rhe
Wat gnd Gndusioh af .a~FiveipSwilzyPas- .pliegwaiinfor 8
' . - bt--&e
-3-kgngtWsof Peace."
1
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VI
The-P~o~ocative
Raving of the Tifo Clique

Austin, the floor was taken by the representative of
F
the Tito clique who protested that I caU him so, but I have ar
intention of changing my formulation. He tried to -make insinnaOLCOWING
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ti&against the Soviet Unidn and th; People's &nmcracim.
Of course the Soviet propals to strengthen peace and security
of nations evoked the. unconcealed irritation of this gentlanan. He
joined his voice-to the chorus of slander against and enmity far the
land of socialism. Mr. Djilas, who spoke on behalf of this group,
was disp1&
by the fact that the Soviet proposals give, as he said,
a6. incomplete and one-sided definition of war prop'dganda. He
w d d like this definition to be extended in a direction for which
there is no need whatever, became there are no grounds at all for
those dark suspicions about which this speakez babbled here, having
evidently lost all vesdges of shame. He tried to acme us of exerting pressure on Yugoslavip, of even breaking the treaty of friend- .
ship. Bug did nor Tito break the agreement on the Joint Stodr
' Yu~o&v&vietnData'tlbe.
Shipping Compuy? Did not Tito' brsak
tbe t x $ r d r on the Joioc Sd.Soviet-YugQslav T r a m p Aviation Compy? At whose initiative were b e %gr4&nts ug
mke& campan;iw brohenl 'Aid did noy the Tim Govanipent permit i N to &reg Soviet pe6ple en me,p.qple whom it did not aq is shown in its notes, of espionage, as Djilss h k 1 j r
here yesterday, but anested them allegedly because they
had been W t e Guards in the past, but in reality b e a k they
fzivar:d -friFndly relations with the Soviet Union?
~ r i t k i L i nthe
~ Soviet paoposals, Djilai almost word 'fox word
repeated what Bevin said on September 26 at the p l e q W t i n g
of ihe General Assembly. k i n stated then that our propods were
a serious Mow at codperation, at the. hopes for the strengcheniag
of peace; Djilas &qears Bevia "This," he said, "is a serious blow
,
at the strengthening of peacei" One cannot say that the gemlemenrepresentatives hf the Tito clique are poor students. They peifm
tbeax~vedfrom month to month, increasingly grow into tbe camp
of imperi'&ts to which they deserted. It is no surprise t~ hem
s@ slander and insinuations from these gentlemen!
,
Djilas d e v ~ t d - nlittle
o time to Rags trial seeldng t~ .prove rhat
aid allegedly was paxly put togvther. This is .not new.
b is ko&n that the Tito-ites hnve ~ p e & b & insp*eading d sow
d'vite @p.
They have 20r this
such nn experr as h a
Pijd;do who in his exercises in slandm dses not d i d a h soy a b o ~ o a tion rm'anp- question pertaining to the Soviet Utlion:+d the People's
Denim+cie&He excels also kt slalrdet =gar+
Rajk's a i d Djilas
.
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same time were agents ot the ~ugoslavGovernment, it was disclosed
that the Yugoslav Government had been waging for a long time
gravely inimical subversive activity against the Soviet Union, hypocritically taking cover behiadthe treaty of friendship, and that thus
this treaty had already then been trampled under foot by the Yugoslav Government.
Such are the facts.

Slanderers in the Role of "Theoreticians"

to speak was the Canadian delegate Mr. Martin, Senator
Martin it seems. His speech consisted of a cascade of abuse
and hysterical - outbursts which had to represent criticism of the
Soviet proposals. He piled up here a whole heap of all sorts of
slanderous nonsense and fables.
I will begin with the main thing, though naturally I will have tb
speak also about the rest that merits attention. If ohe is to listen to
Mr. Martin, the problem now facing the United Nations is not that
of condemning the preparation of a new war, it by no means consists
in concentrating efforts on the strengthening of peace. He said that
the United Nations faces the problem of fear and worry-caused, as
he said, by the districts under the domination of the Soviet Union.
Cannot one advise Mr. Canadian Senator not to worry about these
districts, let this be a matter for these districts themselves and that
he rather be worried about the sordid fate of Canada. . . .
the ~peecsecb,by the remark that he is @r
!:
"*
: (Mr. M~~~tin'irttermpted
a senator.)Here you see that when soae fact does not correspond to reality
there is the possibility of replying at once. This encourages me because during the almost one and one-half hours I have been speakinn
here this is the first denial of what I have said.
And so*Mr. Martin, it turns*out, is worried about Poland. But
Poland herself is not worried. He is worried about Romania and
Hungary. But they too do not ask the Canadian delegate "to worry"
about them, especially since the Canadian Government hinders the
admission of these cotintries to the United Nations.
:-. Martin is also worried by the fact that according to the teachings
'of Marxism-Leninism war is inevitable in the history of mankind
-.
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be wat. Btlt why then-does Mr. Marcin mt agrke to rec01:d this in .
the htemaional document, in an appropriate. internatibilal. geai$?
, Wby ddes not he want to s u m our prop6saI that the five P m s
condude o pact for the strengthening of peace?
-Why then does this supporter of peace ~n away from our pro@ on peace'like a devil from holy water?
+ The Soviet Cbvmmemt,;rhe countries ' of people's democracy
and Cornmess h genere Manin said, "hold the view that w&
- is inevitable: Thep recognize that the prolwat on becoming-the
dominating c h i nix& a milit*6rgan&d&
of it3 owe" As proof
B&&.a.referred. to YoL MUV, page 122 of knin's CuJh&ed Efrkri
ko-hi-t @ toheat
~h t .tepraemkivcs Bf Cam& qaadns out g&t
way so poorly.idd
.the
n .pirp.-~~&
I&&
dsey &&
. &si.@
*t-*q.&roic
whac *-hirc
read,
in thi:s cited secdab
- %#bat&$w
tachex V. I. Eenin +&illy
a
i .&ti +&iBf&y&gmia$ioti afthe p91em5ian m e ? When ilid
he
it7 U&
'hat-&cqwtanceS? . Whnt -isise real meaiiiag
.
..
Q£ V. f : w s words?
de& it necessary ta reply k~ &ese quetiom because withoot ..z
'
replying to, dese guemio~rsone c a ~ p claim
c
to uade~stmdpropirly'
what was,ssid by the gmat k i n . This was in 1919. This was at - :
the dme when *the'yonng Soviet Republic wai etzcomp&ed. by.a'
ting of enemy states meaty ,&ed the well-known dekndei of the ::
cwpidigt d+se~;the former hrlarrisr. Qwb, (I -hbpe.&Isjm e is
fa-iniliarto Mr. ~ m i "I-&xi
4 bat-c.taid of if b9.I hops) tmieil'taa+ &<m*s of having eaot se.%
adm."
%US
::
- Mrdn has n* disl~ove1:ed
any America but has mael7 repeated-the'-- :'
e-ilw
urtemces of well-linowri slanderers against the Soviet
' &ibsi
1 . ,. . .
'<
ibis'gi' T l a c b i r By%&. Xknin said at the*Eighth ~ongr&
my shouldem: xs ,:
-, &* &= P-~
ln iqi9: mwld
-,
been a shile big revoIutioi in &oqr
. &hgh 'Z&d&&-th+
$~&-$vas ~~~~~& with w&." This is a r@ble
statemen't' . :
&'V: 2. ~bdfi.~.
3f &it.$ pxkisely the wat whidr@kessedfrom 'ill
sid& . <
oa &eY'y;9'&g kixidiist ~ b l i cand
' brought the
rh* q&&
. rirac the-pto1etariat 06 ; h a m i n i the dcmia~thg
ctesp build'ks tn& I-' &&y or@a4vn
eqddc of defending its frontie1:ethe &on.&
. tiers &;the y o u o g ~ ~ i dst&.
i ~ t CConld one act othmise
u
n&:m,
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&Go& wheb the-eoemy attacked on a l l side$ when the fate of the
ppng socialist state of workers and peasants literally hung in. the
balance? It is c k r that undu thase circumstances w e c d d nor
act otherwise, that it wss mqpssa~y,
and imperative m,only to s&
of a military organization but &o-to build this mjlitm wganization
for repulsing the m d e of li$ sta& organized in 1918-1919 undgr
the guidance of Winsten Q
u
g
W.
One mast say that ih raish& this qoesdon Martin is at least one
year h e , because at the third session ef the General AssmWy in
Patis- s i . d z c .daims to intffpra l&larxbrn~Lerzinismwere already
made by -no 00e -else* b u t 4w i s aboutrto. gay sena-tor-ex-senator
Austin He at .&at' dme cited the seaion from the Hirtory of the
Comrn&~~i.s#
Pb.ty af. tbg S
o
w ,UIIMII-(Bolsbevikr) $ban Courss,
which reds
war is Sn inevitable conco~tantof capitalism and
r h ~ tthere sre just wars which are waged to libexate lpple from
capitalist slaasllp, snd that there are unjust wars. Mr. -Amain wanted
to pz- rhnt the .Soviet Union seeks to destroy .&e caipi'tdist states,
consider;inggwar inevitable, and that the Soviet Union thus by no
means strives for p&ful aims. From this Mr. Austin also drew
-the qodusiaa rhat p~!sequcntlyall the proposals of the Soviet
on directed at the spengthening of peace are hypocritical, insincere, because. bow can- one propose - to spengthen peace while
-advocating,&t &e. sage time thqinevitability of wag? It dgqt be admitted that the astarred commentators of MarxismLeninism, who undertook to interpret Marxism-Leo&ism, poorly
d e m a n d the matter. They display ?utter lqck of understanding
of the si@cance aod role in the life of society of the laws pf devel-.
opme~tof society. They-manifest in this respect utter ignorance
which, .w is.known,.has.never a d in w way-helped &one!
,
M i w t i 5 r n 2 L e ~ mteacheq thar human society develops in c o n s
b&ity with the . b a m e ~ t~z+xvrs
t of this s~dety~and.
is subject M &ek
tofluetxce. - ca$t&st society has its laws of developmim. .
emcamitants of capitalism are war, crisis, unemployment, crimes, prosritutim. Theq phenomena follow from the ? a w e s of capitalist
soc&ty. These are all scourgeq concomitants of the capitalist system
which is based on explaitation of h-n
labor, of some classes of
*&iety
. by o&&. - , .
- . . _ ,. .
These .social phenomena. are engend?red -by..the very system of
capaiil&t society and by .no mays by individuab p y e h o l o ~or 'cer-
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tain traits of people,.viohtiob of thkir rights and freedom, and sb
on -and so forth. Violation of rights is @self a result of this system:
The greatest m i c e of Marxism-Leninism (I beg to be p x d for,
having to speak about it here since perhaps 'it w c ~ d
be more suitable to speak'about it at some univ~rsityrostnun, but my opponents
force me to delve into this field, I know whom I am addressing;
'for this reason I do not want to tonvincc or 'bropagandize" anyone
of anything. I am sp-eaking abut, it to eliminate distortions in the
interpretation of ax p t teachin*). I repeat: the greatest service
of MaorismZeninism Iies precisely in that it has found the key'to
a study of the laws of the development of human society and thereby
to understanding of the laws of history of this society. It has found
this key not in the minds of men, no! in the views and ideas of society
bur in the means of produaioti, in the organization of social rehtions-and, first of dl,of production relations in each historic period.
But sub@ination of the development of human society to certoin
laws does not signify that man is reduced to the /role of blind subjugation to the action of these laws. Man is man The Camdian
delegate said that man is 'the image of God. .
Looking at my opponent I would not say that this -maxim always
holds good.
,
But in any case man is man; society- is society which is capabk
of organizing social relations. By his organizational activity mah
can contribute to the development of'the historic path. If this path accords with the laws of social development then it is of a progressive
nanw. If this path does not conform to the laws of development
then it retards the development of society, it plays a reactionary pm.
Pbple, druses of society thegore play a tremendous role, and
this means that the activity of-,peoplewho are ableto regulate soda1
rektions pkys a tremendous role.
,
. This task is e f h q d by the internal pnd foreign policy of one or
another 'staze.
I

Soviet Foreign Policy-A

f

Policy of Peace
1

Trestricting or completely elimin~tingsuch social vices as war, by

HE task of the foreign policy of the socialist state consists in

undertaking measures capable of coping with this task. One of these

-

measures is organization of the peace-loving forces of society. in all
counkies, establishment of mutual trust, elimination of everything
,
pa- yy;:
-that ueates the possibility of conflicts which breed war.
PC%,
Here is what the leader of the Soviet pkople, V. I. Lenin, said &$$-:':
4 k ::A
3 27 years ago in an interview granted to the correspondent of the rc---l
British newspapers Observer and Manchestei G w r d i a ~"Our
:
experius
an
unyielding
conviction
that
only
great
ence has-developed in
attention to the interests of different nations eliminates the ground
. for conflicts, eliminates mutual mistrust, eliminates the fear of some
k i d of intrigues, creates that confidence, especially of the workers
and peasets speaking digerent languages, without which either
peaceful relations among nations or any kind of successful development of everything that is valuable in modem civilization is absolutely impossible."
From the above it is consequently dear that we stand-d Leninism teaches us this-for peaceful relations among peoples, without
which, as Lenin pointed out, any kind of successful development of
everything that is valuable in modern civilization is impossible.
This is why, as far back as in 1919, V. I. Lenin said literally the
following at the Seventh All-Russian Congress of Soviets: "That
is why we are in a position to say with absolute certitude on the
basis of the experience of the past two years (two years of the Civil
War,1918-1919) that every nedr military success will considerably
hasten the time-it is already dose at hand-when we shall devote
OW forces entirely to peaefal constractioa work. We are able to
pledge to ourselves on the basis of the experience we have gained
that within the next few yearJ we shall perform incompawy greater ..
miractes in the work of peaceful construction than we performed in
these two years of successful war against the all-powerful Entente."
(Myitalics-A. V.)'
Is it not remarkable that this was said in 1919 when our homeland was surrounded by states hostile to us, who plotted military
intrigues against us?
And at that time, under those conditions, notwithstanding our
victories over the enemies, V. I. Lenin picaposed at the Seventh
AU-Russian Congress to adopt a resolution which read: 'The
Russian Socialist Federative Soviet Republic desires to live in
peace with a l l nations and to devote all its energies to the work
of internal construction in order to set going -its. production,
&#
8
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tgai which .hitherto .has been prevented firsly by the opgmission -.
of German impephlisxn anl @waby theiqterventim of tlie Batente: . '
' .
sail by the hungrp ~bladde."
,
- - -. - .'-. .-.
'3
.Ymq Mr. h a have dnat. & ~ o o d the ebitfietarg cpb; : .riom of ~ * - L e n d ~ ,on -'&&&rfelations bemeen the h%s -3
3
deqemninhg the- development of Wetp a d the :keames *hi&
:is
d o u s soderg uademhs in.mild& tq la&n the p ' b r u 'ef- ,
of.+
,=&&vet lgw&l-.&& in :&-& rto
m~itiOnv&ptj&- . .. -1
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the .fieceptthat war is h inevita&~~h&&ri.
f&prf,&t society, ,'whichii taught by Our te$&km,
s mag.& by the e d e - bistofv-of h d q 9llwf the, su3vbg&,-restrid, .@tiri- &b athe operation af +is law, On the- c01[1:&a$~ - .,%
t l p W ; h d i n g the fact that wars are inkrent in ca&it&Sm;:.&e'- 4:
.d
- d&ati~.
fmci3s an &Ie tu f-ipstiate war, to pev-ent
by 'thkr -:>
- sdi&ity9 &ek-strength-ind d v e ao'pkevem wirr. The
-4
.
id hhC uaity qf the masses in the struggle kgah% war; rhe maget- ,h d s the. voice of protest of nadw a g t h t war, the &*P"
- 44
the,danger-of'w~-~=red~cAd'.to
magbt. The'might'&f.the1 ;
p d y z e ibi activity -di
9
mG&v of &t f -loving nations
+ ~ h.~henoiimua~ wu pre~a.tl"&h d ;snve the world from 'this
.
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horiible &iy.
- . , . , .A
a.
,This t rh;! r@o&.gedekxi, kt when @Gain quotations fxoa
the, wakh of ,ow teadltts, rrmarkpble quotations ScienrificaUy .&hi ,-6;,
amdated
&eat p ~ ~ f u n d i h
z ye~made he* h &e hnempt-a0 - :
- i q i e &at if are recognize3.for' exapple, that a , i s is ithefcept 'in- -- ;
,
-:..6pi.p,z&t' spdefp, this conse&.~ent!~
megs %hit-y.q&+
to f*er --.. z,- ibe 4devebp-e_tlt of this &isi+we
must say thaf . this is &saga. - ;-+
& ~&IC+-E- . &ahat- .weris
inhereat in capidiit society then ~ollse. - c-'jG
y~m.a$:$%,yr, our opponents ten a.This is likewise. ' &d.bac- @B task consias in overcoming this feature; Jle . '
_:
if y e - *it& d .apip$kit society, in order by the c&o,w
. '-5
A
- eifop of--m
@pe
tbpl&ea--d such ftatures,the
lawe. 5
qf lmpimkz -society. - -.
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So it was before the Second World war. Recall the history of
the Second WoiId W&.
Was not the soil on which Hitlerite militarism flourished fertilized by the golden shower of American dollars in the twenties?
Was not Hiderite militarism nurtured by the shameful Munich
policy of France and Britain, *Daladier a d Chamberlain, behind
whose backs stood the United States-the great transoceanic
Power?
One could -cite many documents on this' subject. They .were
presented in the past; I recommend them to your attention. These
documents leave no doubt whateyer as to how and why the Second
World Wiu occurred and who bears responsibility for it.
Did not the Soviet Union throughout the historic period when
Hitler had already laid his paw on Czechoslovakia which he had
bccupiied, raise its voice in defense of the independence of the
Czechoslovak Republic? And did not the Soviet Union expose the
Munich policy which had to lead and did lead to the Second
World War?
Such -is the Soviet foreign policy-a policy of peace. McNeil
tfied to distort the matter and slander our foreign policy, to prove that the USSR does not want peace. Wild nonsense! He of course
could I& prove this for the very same reason which is fatal for
' all our opponents-lack
of proof. This explains also 'why he substituted for a businesslike consideration of the Soviet proposalslet &m excuse me: frankness for f r a n k n e s ~ m p t ytalk about
you p S e e but not about our proposals.
McNeil exerted no little effort to assure us that all nations
want to live in peace. Normal people, he said, normally desire
peace. This is perfectly true. If Mr. McNeil is right that all normal
people want piace then it means that those who do not want
peace are abnormal pebple. In that case-if Mr. McNeil is rightin the fiat of the facts which appear to me absolutely indisputable,
if-should be admined that there are too many of these abnormal
people. in,cenain countries. Is it not possible in that case to put
these abnormal people in appropriate surroundings? Say, for eiample, at least to put them in strait jackets; perhaps this will d e viate the situation.
We perfectly understand, and it is a pity that McNeildoes not
want to understand that what is meant are not-the nation%-whatis
1
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meant are me reactionary circles of sertain cououies which r d y .
want war. First the "cold war" of whi& Professor Slichtef of --4
Hmard University spoke frankly, and then a real "hot" wat of ;j
which the leading American personages who determine the policy -d
. '.laq
.' of +e nit& Sates scream almost to a man.
McNeil argwd that no war &teatens the world, but the same .!
was said by the heroes of Mudch,on the very eve of the Second '5
World .war. They likewise tried td prove that Hitler did- -0ot prepare war. And we warned-the &Get Union warned-that
2,
Wider was preparing war and that '&prepation should not be 5
encox&@.
Why, in reality, did the Second World War become possible? This is kno- to
long ago. Matudly the fact that it h
e 3
possibl& ahd ths 'it mtd proves that there was also prepara'tifot lit. t
.we know this on the basis of historic' data. Bur 3
we alre know that aot a- single move was made by the G0~1:ern~.
' m n t s of drear Britain and prance, zis well as of the United
States,
prevent the organization of *at war, $at on the cm' a q they lulled public opi@on into believing that there would
be no wat of my kind-that it was only necessary to a p p w .
Hitler, and they helped Hitler. They began to appease Hitler with A
loans and encourngeqnent of his predatory policy.
We, are ,against this policy of ap-mnt.,
against this policy ' -;:
of calming, especially when we are .&ed
by those who simultaneously say: 'There will be no war:' and conduct the ptildest ?
of this war, and not only propaganda j
propaganda in the
- but the very preparation of this war.
- Mr. McNeil tried to dqute, to shake the assertion about the
600,000,000 peace supporters: he even qited a nuniber of countries wbere Gowunists received an insignificant number of votes m
pmie the weakness of Cammuaist influence. Bqt the point .at- .
isme is by zio means the elections. And it is by no me&s typical
for determining thc attitude of the people toward peace to shijw
what wae the r d t s of the election ami)aign in relation to bne or another hlitieal party in -one or inobhe~-capitalist country. , It is known' that a big rolk in this respect is played by the - .
system of electioas. It is known that the "Jules Moch system in
Fiance was 'specially invented in order thatTthose who poll rhe
bigger. vote sbould get the fewer seats. It is known that sthis . '
-
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is a historic uadition of a l l such parliamentary systems; it is not
foaaitous that the system known as the "system of rotten boroughs"
flourished in Britain and makes itself felt even now. Therefore
.there is nothing to boast of in the fact that in some places the
Communists received a small number of votes. Six hundred million fighters for .peace are six hundred million! We nre told by Mr. McNeil: Look around, the number of your
friends is becoming ~ m a l l eand
~ sinaller!
This is a grave delusion; the number of our friends is becoming
larger md larger. I would advise Mr. McNeil to remove the blinkers from his eyes, to open his eyes, look aroupd hims?lf and see
what is happenihg. Does he not see how millions of people have
gone into motion in all countries? These, Mr. McNeil, are not
your friends, because you are not their friend. These are our
friends, hiends of peace, friends of democracy in the hest, in the
lofty, sense of this word.
A
If you do not notice this, if you imagine that the man who sits
in the place where the sign carries the inscription "China" is the
real representative of the Chinese people, this is the bitterest delusion. You are due for disappointment very soon, because this
Kuomintang man is by no means a representative of China,-for
China is now a new China, a democratic China with 500 mili o n . . . (The chairman calls the speaker "to order").
I am very sorry that Mr. Chairman could not muster courage
and call to order those who spoke before me and said absolutely
irrelevant things. But I am a disciplined person. I will not interfere with your order. This does not mqan of course that I wiU
not follow my order.
Mr. McNeil told us: "Show us your budgets." He wanted to
prove that we q e a militaristic power, that we do not want peace
and that we are preparing fox war and are setting up monstrous
armies.
"Show your budgets"-please.
I am ready to show our budgets.
But McNeil ought to know this even without my help because on
March 1I,, 1949. all the MOSCOW
newspapers published our 1949
budget in full.
It says' here-I beg your pardon Mr. Chairman, may I say this?
(Chairman replies in the Amative. General laughter.)
'The Soviet State, together with tremendous economic con--
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&maion effects a' great plnrr of social and dmal mePsutes
important: meam 'for raising the cultural s W r d and mat&$. ,:,weU-being of
people. For these measures the 1949 b u d .pn~
visages 119,2&,000,()00 rubles, that is an increase of 13,~O,OOQ),WO
*
rubles as compared with 1 9 w
Out of a total sum:of expmd3tura so much goes for rhiq so =
much.for that, etc, ond now we - e r n e to militacy e x p a d i ~ e ~
. .
'fn 1949 it is intended to 'spend for the maintamce of ow
vmed forces 79,10090Q0,000-hibleso; 19 per cent of the budget :expen'diturle~~
A' certlin increme in the d t a q eqenditll~e- as
,last pat (when this sum comprised 17 per cent)
, compared
is due to a rise in w h o i d e prices and railPoad rates.
'Appmpriations for rhe armed .forces envisaged in the
for 1949 %nsure funds for all expendimtes of the Soviet
which reliably safegumds the f r d o m aed i n d e p d e n e of -& :
hodnd."
ms is bow m a w s jtsnd with regard'to our budget A ~ r o p r i ;
ations for gd.itafp needs fog 1949 pImed in our b u d p amount
to 19 psr r&t or 79,100,000,000 rubiesAnd Ahow do matte6 d on .this -score, say, in other countries. ;m
a
t a b u t ~ k t &for exsmpIe?
.4
The 'share of military efppenditur~sin Britaigs budget in %
fiscal year 1949-50 is greater thao before the war and compxises
. .
.
this year 30 per- cent of ail expendies.
And what about the budget of the United States of h p e r i ~ c.$$
ac
, for the hcd year of 1949-50? Of the totd mp of 42,000,080,000
6
$2
s oats dl- expenditures for t a r d e n t s and armed form in the -3;
United States amount to 14,268,000,000 dolfis, that $ 34 per
i
cent of the entire budget.
. -*
Acceding to caldtions, about 30,060,000,000 dabs or 69 ;j
per c w t of the entire budget of the U n i d States in the fiscal ;
year df 1949-50 go directly.or. indirectly far miiitary"purpes..
,
;
i
And in France? Twenty per cent of the-state expendimr'es of ,. .+
Prance a.m.fated for military needs b a k e r all it is known t& - 2
the bulk pf military measures is being efkted in Frince fur-the - -'
French army mt at the'expensi of the French budget but of.r& t
American budget. Incidentally this is &t a bad illustration to the pibblem of' stare sovereignty!
It ii not accidpatal zhi~erorechat the British, French Ad
.are
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cab pres carried, on this score, views that this military bud*
exceeds all permissible budget standards whiich had been applied
in normal cpditions. Here, Mr. McNeil, is qn answer to your
question a 6 u t our budget. .

Allied Duty and the USSR

delegate, Mr. Wierblowski, spoke here splendidly
TtodayPolish
about the part the Soviet Union played in this war. I
HB

.

am grateful to him for it but I would like to add a few. more
words to what he said.
He recalled one episode of tremendous historic importance.
This is a highly significant episode. Perhaps, gentlemen, is will
help some people inmthef u m e to regard with a greater sense of
responsibility their words when it is a matter of the role of the
USSR in the Second World War.
That was the time when she front in the West headed by
Eirenhower, which included also the British air force subordinated to Air Marshal Tedder, was in an extremely difficult position.
Here is the telegram which Churchill sent on January 6, 1945 to
the head of th'e Soviet Government and Commander-in-Chief of
our forces; General$simo Stalin:
"The fighting in the West is very-heavy and a t any time great
decisions may be called for from the Supreme Command. You
know yourself from your own experience how very anxious the .
position is when a very broad front has to be defended after tern-- porary loss of initiativ;."
He who understands military language knows what this "loss
of initiative" by General Eisenhower means.
"It is General Eisenhower's great desire and need to know in
outline what you plan to do, as this obviously affects all his and
our major decisions. Our envoy, Air Chief Marshal Tedder, was
last night reported weatherbound in Cairo. His journey has been
much delayed through no fault of yours. In case he has not reached
you yet, I shall be grateful if you can tell me whether we can count
on a major Russian offensive on the Vistula front, or elsewhere,
during January, with any other points you may care to mention.
I shall not pass this most secret .informaiion' to angone except

-

.

-

:

Field Marshal Brooke a m cleneral Eisenhower, wd only illides
conditions of the utmost secrecy. I regard' the matter as urgent."
You must ~derstand'whatthe sending of such a .telegram on
January 6, 1945 by W i t o n Churchill -to Generalissimo Stalin
meant. It meant a call for heroic efforts to save the westem front.
We, forgot how the very same Messrs. Churchills and others treated
us when they did not carry out their obligation on ope*
the
second front. Our allies were in danger, and it was our obligation
td discharge our allied duty. And Generalissimo Stalin the very
, next morning telegraphed:
"I received your message of January '6, 1945, on the evening
of Jtpury-7.
"Unfortunately, Air Chief Varshal Teddet has not yet reached
Moscow.
'It is very important to make, use of our*superiority over the
Germans in artillery and air force. For this we need dear weather
for the air' force and the absence of low mists, which prevent the
artillery from conducting aimed fire. We are preparing an offensivea
- but at present the weather does not favor our offensive. However,.
in view of the position of our allies on the Western front, the
Headquarters of the Supreme Command has decided to complete
the preparations at a forced pace, and, disregardia the weather,
to launch wide-scale offensive operations against the Germans all
along the central front not later than the secohd half of January.
You need not doubt that we s h d do everything that can possibly
be done to render help to the glorious troops of our allies."
then happened further? On January 17, 1945 Winston
Churchill telegraphed to J. V. Stalin:
.
"On behalf of His Majesty's Government a d from the bottom
of my heart, I offer you our thanks and congratulations on the
;
imme'nse assault you have launched upon the Eastern front.
'You will now, no doubt, know the plans of G e n d E i s n h o w e r a
and to what extent they have been delayed by Rundstedt's spoiling . 4
attack I am sure that fighting along ow whole front will be
-A;
continuous. The British 21st Army Group d e r Field Marshal
Montgomery has today begun an attadr in the area south of .
,
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The Order of the Day i.ssued by J. V. Stalin to the Soviet troops
in February, 1945 said:
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the Red Army brought down upoq the
.

t h e w t i c to the Carpathiam. On a suet& of 1,200 kilometers
ig- .br&ke up the -powerful defense of the Germans which they had.
w n - b i d d i n g for a number of years. In the course of the offeasive,.the Red Amny by its swift and skillful actions has hurled the enemy
faf b&
6 the West. . . .
. - -e
@st consequence bf the successes of oui winter offensive &IS
that -they thwarted the Germ'bss winter offensive in the wests
which had as its aim'.the seizure of Belgium and Alsace, and
. e n b e dthe armim of our Allies in their turn to launch aii' b$en$ve
pgaiw tbe Germans and thtis link-np their offensive operations
& e West with degsive Operationsoof the Rid Afmyqin the
'_
7. . id so when such facts are before us, fresh from the recent
past, we'hear speeches here by the Belgian representative, the New
Zealand representative, to -the effect that we repeat Goebbels and
Hider. Mr. McNeil today stooped to, say that our policy is Goebbelsian policy. I cite this not in order to enlarge on this theme
but only to remind the gentlemen critics that an elementary sense
of ,gratitude &odd prompt them to be careful not only in using
.the words which they used but also in thinking the way they
think with regard to the Soviet Union.
-
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O n So-Called " C ~ l t ~ i a Affairs
i"
of the United states and ~ r i t a i n
-

'

MRBBC,
MCNBIL, saying that we inteqfere with broadcasts of 'the
Lsimultaneoudytouched on the question of the 'Voice

of America" and said -that we, so to say, do not permit them to
penevate this :'iron curtain" All windows ahd doors, they say,
have been shut!
But I must tell .Mr. McNeil, in addition to what has aheady
be& said here by Mr. Wieiblowski, that in re&ty all the British
and American radio broadcasts corastitute the most vicious, inidcpl
pmgiaganda This is a c d to. an uprising, substantially speaking
to a war against the Sovia Union. It is a most insulting demagogy,
it is the most insulting, s l i d e m s lies.
- I am deeply convinced that had we taken measures. emuring
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the -uehmd&d printing. and d i n d e r d d radio broadcastin&:*f
a a this collection of calumay, all these abominations against &<country,- this would -have aroused such an outburst of geneid '
.indignation and wrath kg
our people thar this probbly w w ' .
-not be very pleasknt for Mr.'.McNeil and a l l those wI& seek t k '
' - we should not hinder these br&dmts. To this it is nkessary to add &e foliowin& a6d. here -1 reply 1
also to Mr. Austin who complained that we aie' not interested:i~-:
maintaining cultural relations with the. United states MZ M c ~ e i lsaid: Opeq +e windobs, open the d&s, give fresh ~r access' '
to soviet Russia.
.
-1 must saf that doors and windows. for fksh air are al@aYi open % our country, but ' what kind of air is wafted to - us.f r m that side, from the West and from beykd the &ean?
A booklet h i m.
beeo published in Moscow whicb-I muld ':
recanmiend to our @ i r k This book w& penned by a weII-bckn. .
Bcitish jmnali$%
Ralph Parka You,gentlemen British ~pres$it-.
atiks, probably know Ralph,-Pa&er, a Bsitish journaljst whp has 2
lived in Akoioscow fot eight' years and now ref& to re& t~ - Britain because, as he kid, he canna return to a country w ~ i c h2
prepires wiu against the Soviet U e n . In his book Conj.p&$y . ;
Agaiwt dhi-'~e& he relates with what aims gentlemen &;itit&
"eul&aI" leaders come to our country through'these 'bpen doors.:' .
Mow-I& to quote several passages- fr04'Parker's bciok. Js this
permissible, Mr. Chairman? (The Q&&miiui replies: *!PeirdissibIeP
' .
I
Genera1
laughter
sin
the
,h&)
Thapk
you,
I
am
v
t
i
a
g
:
, .
- ..
. "Vi?iting &don
coirespdedts worked dosely with respoii{,
sib1ib;le- 6&W," Pa;ker writes. '*?very morning- guidance talks we!%- ->
- hdd for theai at the ,.British.Embassy. The ,British ~lbrrespmdenis
.
.
..
; . resident in Moscow were :pointedly exdtlded:'
d&n the doors to yowt owti correspon$encs 'in .'
~ r .
.; pcr~ownEmbassy!~.
.
~rnkez~ 5 k e sthat piesumably it was f&ed that their prwace;
- wo@d r_*-ih
tb& harmoniqus relatidns h e e n the Foreign. c~f;.-:.;
ke>.aodthe .&pl~naticcorrespondents who came from lionban, t@6 :
t
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.lit+cj c$L the Foreign fl&Ne~'T>e@axtgnetlt,
i
-3Xidsda&i5 wh*, --wi
-%&p avaiIab1e;day Lnd; night. And Pwket fm&eg.-says &at &jp-1: 6.
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could not help admiring the skill with which the British Foreign
Oilice spokesman handled his "tame seals" and that their accounts -.
of. the work of the conference were limited to an enderation of
facts which were fully copied from previously pfepared accounts
and .reports of the Embassy sent to the Foreign Office.
Parker cites a host of facts showing how this very same BBC,
as in general the Foreign Oflice, tried to send as many as possible
of th& secret agents to the USSR under the guise of joumalists.
And this incidentally reveals the secret of the special insistence
which Mr. McNeil, the State secretary of Great Britain and one
of the leaders of the Foreign Mice, displayed today in demanding
that we, no matter what, %pen the windows and dmrs**to these ,
Britjsh spies camouflaged under different pseudonym%
I, must wam 'Mr. M c N d that for such' people neither doors nor
window8 nor even the small window panes- used for venulacion
will be open in our country.
Mr. Austin also complained here that we are against culturd
relations, that we break all these cultural ties, do not want any
iqtercorse. - - Mr. Austin, why do you ignore certain facts? Why, for example,
do you not speak about the fact which occurred in 1946 when
sir delegates of -the Soviet Union and five delegates of the Ukrainian Republic who arrived for the Third American Slav Congress
in.New York were ordered to .register as agents of a foreign sate
or leave the United States at once? In these delegations were the
writer Komeichuk, -Prefessor Gorbtmov, several generals, well- knowp Ukrainian artists, poets, journalists, a professor of the Lvov University and so on. And dl of &em, in view of the special hospitality of the Stake Department and Department of Justice of
the United States, had 10, as the saying goes, 'pack in a hurry"
ml gb home.
And did not, in h&cd,-1949, a Soviet delegation consisting of
the composer Shostakwich, the writers Fadeyev and Pavlenkq
Academician Uparin, fiIm producers Gerassimov and- Chiaureli,
and ~rofessor~ o z h a n d qarrive in New York for the Congress
of Inieflectds .for Peace? And were nor these delegates prevented
- from making an artistic tour of the United Sates by the American
+t)miitiq who tet i t be known that in view of the end .of the
.
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Cowas there was' no-id fa them n, .remain in the united

-

.Idnet? ,
Yau cdmpidn that we da not waat dmal &rim, but do.>-ii
you wr maintaia s~&ed c u l d rektiom with all. kinds of
naitas and - tumeoats s e a s Kravddo'). fisslgefina and so
on and so f~teb,whom gi~uboost notwitbdlng the fact that A* a d da ym- nor c~wfltepketee*
oviet Upion! And under these cwditions you wnm
S relations with
Mr.
,rdati~aswith the Soviet

States any
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If p u want 0s to entietain you wi& our musician^, artists,.
acton, archatiis, then agprop1~iamc o n d i t i ~appropriae atm&
@ere are heeded for &ir~Wowevat-r,they are ladingand they will
be lackhe; as-lung you take to your b m d t m and tttrncoats, enemies of the..Soviet Unibn . .
$.

We maintain utemi*~d m d zekti'ons &th iin pp1es3 which
fully refutes ywq lying ialk about sams son of "iron curraia".
If you were redy iptemtd ia thL question you could leam
wi'tllrmt -same delegation Swving che USSR
that ~ ~a&y
ot
for other connrties or s ~ m edelegetion arriving in the USSR.
These rather Gve'lp refations are c @ ~ d u d _ isitace
n
and arc,
i d d n g alf fo&fmm
mudc'and .dances to h t b d md other
v.
warn - The %via- Union maintains such,re1atiuns with a
whole mmbrffd corn& 1. will name them: These an Poland,
~ a ~ b o d o -d. &
~ m g a Bomaaiaz
q
Abmia, Bulgaria, Finland, the
People's Republic of China, Italy, Sweden, &spe~:~zGermanx$Belgium, &e h e m P q W s
liq Pakistan, whcre a delegation
- of Soviet writk~sis now t a n g part in the work of the Congress
of the tion on of tP~ogre~essi~e
Writers of Pakistan. This is a
. fact! If we send our deIegations, out l a v r q our 'scienzists, out
.writus, o m musicians, to Belgium, M 'Italy, m i t b t d ~ rhe
g '
resistance which the pvermeats of these cxxm~esofkr tp these . :
measures df o u q what right have y a ~
to. speak of same kind of .
"iron cmtaiq" repeating foul GoebhSan d w y ?
.r - .
..'
Bur we send dekpd~nsto. coiintcies w h w we are -ahti%
friends, where wc me not c~ltlteEpoisedby Mmra Kravckr&~;-.'
a d others of your friends? where ao ntt:empts are mnde to - v W 'L
'

,

; .+'

us by dl kinds of fables and slanderous inventions drawn from
-mclean sources.
Mr. Austin, think about it, before hurling such accusations!
.- Mr. Augtin's statement that the Soviet Union does not want to
follow the' d paths of international intercourse and thus does
not display any striving for international co-operation is therefore
*
false and devoid of all grounds.
T., Mr. Qairman, am finis6ing.
[ must say that one cannot take in earnest-perhaps
this is
'simply +e play of the excited mind of Mr. McNeil-what he permitted himself today to say: :'Here are Lenids teachings, here ate
Stalin's teachings. Perhaps Lenin's teachings are out of date? Then
you repudiate' it."
I must .say that I consideEit beneath my dignity-to react to such
ab indent stitement.
I donot want to say any more harsh words.
Mr. McNeil amazed us today by his knarkable knowledge of
,
~rgl&'s fables. He told me in private conversation a long time
ago: "I am seriously studying your fables of Ktylov. I shall reply
to you" I impatiently awaited the time when at last he would reply.
today he replied to me. He cited Krylov's fable, available
And
in Enghsh tganslation: The translation seems to be decent. It is
entitla The Serpent, which not Krylov but -McNeil dedicated to. .
yours truly..
It turns out, according to McNeil, that I resemble a serpent. I
have a similar pois~noussting, 4 moreover I resemble a nightin'-. gale because I have a very melodious voice. It-is good to be if only
- for,a minute in the position of a nightingale even as presented by
McNeiL So before you is a serpent*A fable is a fable, but I would .
like to advise Mr. McN41-it would be better derhaps if he turned
to British-fables, then he might be on more familiar ground He made p &stake by turning to Krylov's fables without studying
these fables. FOEif Mi. McNeil .thought it necessary to look for an analogy, for the $ a . of objectivity he ought to haw recollected
- 6r read some more .fables. In your collection, Mr. McNtil-I pe- .'d
it today-thete are soAe other fables also about a serpent.
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I in tizra want to cite one fable in order not to be in debt. toMr. .McNeiL
This fable' is called Tbe Calwrl~~iattor
a d the Serpent.
I will not permit myself to make any comparisons. Mr. McNeV
spoke here about me as a serpent with trills of a nightingale. But
I will not say whom I have in mind when.1 outlirie this fable to
you. You yo&lves of course will easily see it.
Permit me to recall this fable. So we have Krylov's fable The
'
- Cu2~m&tor and The Ssrpent.
He who claims, this fable says, that devils have no sense of
justice. is grievously mistaken It happened once that a calumniator
and' a serpent came to a quarrel, "both wished to t&e thedead in
hell's parade, they argued sore and neither one would yield. At
length to Beelzebub they went to settle their dispute. And to the
serpent Beelzebub these words addressed:
'cThou& none admires thy virtues more than I, my decision
needs musf favor the calumniator.
"Thy sting I know ii deadly but canst thou spurt veoom from
- afar as his tongue does so s k W y that mountains high and seas
no shelter give?
'"I3us he is more. malevolent than thyself. Crawl then behind
him and henceforth more humble be.
"Since then in hell the serpent yields its place to the calmmiator."
Allow me, gentlemen, to end with this. I am very gratefbl
. that Mr. Chairman has only once interrupted me during my
speedq and then not to the point*
. I have finished.
*

J'

Speech of November 29, 1949 before
the General Assembly

0

session is drawing to an end," A. Y. Vyshinsky said. 'Its
proceedings' are concluded with consideration of the most
important question raised on behalf of the Soviet Government by
the delegation of the Soviet Union, the question of condemnation
of the preparation of a new war and the conclusion of a Five-Power
Pact for Strengthening Peace. The proposals submitted by the Soviet
- delegation to this session of the General Assembly are a continuation and development of the peaceful proposals repeatedly submitted by the USSR delegation to the UN. They express the general
principled line of Soviet foreign policy, a line of unswerving and
consistent struggle for peace, for security and friendship of nations.
'The policy of our ~dvernment,the foreign policy is based on
the idea of peace. Struggle for peace, struggle against new wars,
exposure of all steps taken with a view to preparing a new war,
exposure of the steps which camouflage with the banner of pacifism
the actual preparation for war-such is our task.'
"Our tasks were thus defined long ago in 1925, by the leader of
the Soviet people, J. V. Stalin.
'We stand for peace,' Stalin continued, 'we stand for the exposure
of all those steps which lead to war no matter with which pacifist
Bags they may' be covered up. Be it the League of Nations or
Locarno-it makes no difference, no flag shall deceive us, no clamor
will frighten us."' (Stalin, Collected Works, Vol. 7 , p. 296).
''The Soviet Union has invariably followed these instructions
of its leader, consistently and resolutely pursuing this noble line in
the interests of its people, its State and also in the interests of all
nations, of all peace-loving states."
A. Y. Vyshinsky further dwelt in detail on the history of the
question and substance of the Soviet peace proposals submitted to
the UN.
"In the course of four years-UN has existed for almost four
years-the delegation of the USSR on behalf of its Government
has already submitted its peace proposals four times. In 1946 the
delegation of the USSR submitted its proposals on the general
reduction of armaments and prohibition of the production and
utilization of atomic energy for war purposes. Those proposals
UR

"

"

*

7d:g
3

formed the basis of the General &semblyS historical remiut.ion i
of December 14, 1946. In 1947 the USSR proposed that a d&ision
be ad~predon the condemnation of propaganda of a new war in
any form. After a protracted struggle, the General k p b l y unani- .'
mously adopted a decisiqn based on the Soviet Unidn's proposal.
In 1348, the USSq suggested that a decision be adopted on the- 8
reduction of the armaments of the five Powers b y one-third atid . 3
once again on the prohibition of the atomic weapon. This proposal -,: A
met with fierce opposition and was turned down. But the majority ;
of the General Assembly which rejected this proposal could not ;i
simply relegate it to the archives. This majority passed a colorless
and futile reso1ution, the task of which was somehow to camouflage
the refiual to accept the Soviet draft aimed at the actual prohibi- ?- !
tion of the atomic weapon '-and reduction by one-third of the .
armaments and armed forces of the pepanent member-states of
the Security Council. Having retained rhe title of the Soviet draft,
t& majority of the 'General Assembly 'unintentionally stressed the striking contrast between the demand for real measures to
prohibit the atomic bomb and reduce armaments by one-third, on
the m e h'and, a d the shallow, poor contents of the resolution '$
adopted by the General Assembly's majority on November 19,4948, 2
i
in no way helping the solution of this noble task.
..I
'?t would be super;Buous to emphasize of what tremendous im- -2portance is the successful solution of the tasks connected with each - 2
of the aforementioned proposals submitted and defended to &e
very end by the Soviet delegations'and the delegations-af the People's'
Democracies.
..
. -3
.'The proposals of the Soviet Union on the condemnation of the ''9-1
preparation of -a new war a6d the conclusion of a five-Power peace ?:
pact advanced at this session , are logically - connected with the - 1
peace-loving propods of the Soviet Unionrmade in 1946, 1947 :i
*<
b d 1948. When presenting i n proposals to the mrent session of :
the Gmeral Assembly on September 23, the Soviet Governma - .
3
was fully cotlscious, of the great responsibility resting with it as ,,J
well as dvith the other pemanent members of the Security Council .g
and the UN a ,whole for .the cause of peace, for the elimination.
- *$
of the danger of a new war, for tpe security of nations.
'* 3
'Despke the i m p o m t decislobs adopted at the previous sessiaw 4
of the General Assembly con&-$ming all and every promarid;sz&- -'. 2
aew
war, such propaganda has not stopped. Prepations. ~- Q Z .
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neai wiG ate being openly conducted as expressed not only in this
but also in the armaments race, in the idation of
&tary budgets, in setting up ~umerousmilitary bases and in the
org&ation of military blocs pursuing aggressive aims Thus the
decisions of the General Assembly are not fulhlled by certain memof UN and, first and foremost, by the Governmenis of the United
States and Great Britain, engaged in pteparigg a new war against
the USSR and the People's Democracies.
T h e Anglo-American bloc bossing the United Nations, by its
iystematical violations-of the United Nations Chnner- and by its policy in the United Nations, has contributed and is contributihg
n&y to andermining the prestige of U N to weakening this or@ration, an& i s bringing to naught its impattana in international
affairs. This was to a great extent due to the rude violations of the
. United ~8donsCharter connected with the conclusion of aggressive pacts 'kd the formation of 'military aggressive blocs, such as
the Monh Atlantic or Brussels blcq and also due to such measures& rbe adatshall Plan.'
. "The. establishment of - the North Atlantic alliance of 12 ,states
'pursuing aggressive aims, or the alliance of 16 states on the b i s
6f the 'Marshall Plan,', have not only undermined the prestige and
importance of UN but have also created the danger that the ~ & t +
Nations*will be converted into n branch of the State Department,
-whose otders the majority of the United Nations, headed by the
American and British delegations, obediently fulfills no matter what.
'%ere is a peculiar division of functions: the North Atlantic .
a&&ie is engaged in preparation for a new war w-hile UN, through
it$ 'hglo-American majority, covers up this bhck work with false
'dala~atioasabout peace.
+ :'In t8e UN, its c o ~ o n scommittees
,
and at the plenary sessions .
~f the Geaeral Assembly, the representatives of the Anglo-American
b& pour forth mctuous speeches about peace aad the welfare -:
' . of -nations, whereas outside the United Nations-in
their military
h&diquartets and~offficesof the North Atlantic, Brussels and Other
t&imces-rhey ,prepare a -nqw war, forge feriers for the peace-,.I&P~~
qations, doo&ng them to cruel s&erinngs and desuuctioa
' ? .
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to stay the criminal hand of the warmongers raised to strike entire
.humanity, all the natiom longing far peace and condemning war.
"In s&ing
up the r e d & of the discussion of the Soviet Union's .
proposals: A. Y.Vysbinsky continued, ':'two chargxeriaic c i b stances must +benoted -Pir$r, ihat the opp&nems-of the Soviet proposals did nor refute-one single concrete fact cited'by the Soviet
. delegation or the delegations otthe ~edple's-Democracies to substantiate their statements on ihe preparations of- ii 'new wir cond u d by some countr~esand first and foremost b y t h e United
States and Britain.-"
.The
Soviet
represeniative
recalled
in
thb
connection
a number -3
'
of undeniable f&ts confirming the participati0,~-ofthe United Srates
->
and
- .British Covereents, in the preparations for a -new wai.
.
It is important t~ notey A. Y*.
Vysliiosky said, that- the prepararions for a new war are borne.'our not only hy such .facts as the
'j
frank statemems of U ~ t States,
d
Secretary of Defense Johnson,
the head of the Joint Cliids Of Staff9General Bradley, Field Marshall
Montgomery,Geneml Spaau and a number of other high officials
in the United States and Britain, but also by those material and . - '4organizational military measures which are effected before every- J
-i
body's eyes and which in general cannot be- concealed from the
:
. public! Such facts naturally cannot. be refuted and even. the most
artful experts in. this line horn among the American and British
-.-4
diplomats do oat' ~ e r r & ~ti, 'attempt
this task, doomed Xn advance
4
.
' to failure.
- 'Tndeed, with %hat did, f w instance, &e r6presipiidve of Britain,
Minister of State- M&eilx counter our proofs besides questions ?,
asked with obviously false
.
atriazernent:.' B e s ;he Soviet delegation '3
really believe that we -are-preparihg for an aggressive war? How can
f-1
it believe that we are prc$aring:Fot an aggressive war? &It why
could not McNeil or ' his friends point -&t at least one fact proving that the British Government dbes ndt pakicipte in the preparatiohs - -7
I
for a new war!
y
"Do not those approximately 500 military bases with which the - :>
. United States has engirdled the world include bqses located on
British tertitory? Is it not .a faa that 90 American superpowerful $
B-29 flying fortresses divided into several forces of the strateejc . - .
air command are concentrated in Great, Britain! Has the British 5
Government or a t least British Minister of State McNeil .denied : i
-
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Tbs N W Yozk Timsr report about the discontent expressed in
British military circles over the fact that the British Gove'ment
had 'agreed" to receive on its territory 70 American B-29 bombers
as 'aid'. which Britain receives f s m the United States under the
'Marshall Ellan' and as a. member of the North Atlantic alliance?
:_
Has an explanation been given here as to the putposes and tasks
'-of this bombing aviation, has it been honestly, to use a favorite'
- - expression of the British delegates, explained against whom, after
1- all, against what country these bases were built and squadrops of
- American bombers prepared? No. The British Government and its
:- Minister of State, usually so talkative and never letting anything
that can refer so the a a i o b of his Governmenttpass without
remarks ar denials, they are silent on this scope es if they bad
- swWdowed
their tonp&!
"And Greece! And Cypms, converted into an Anglo-American
precisely into a base for attacking the Soviet
accidental, indeed, that the Anglo-Ametican press
to be converted into a 'stronghold against Soviet
,.

-

.

/

" ~ c N e i ldeclared in the Committee thar Britain must have
strong poiits from whichh we can defend our extended outer
in case of war.' What war? Against whom? W b n ?
that Britain had by now withdrawn her troops from
other countries. But he passed in silence f i e fact that
" the British bases had gone dver to the united States and that the
" ,'United States sets up its own bases on British territorg.
"Hasnot the' United States received from Great Britain bases on
;, Newfoundland, ,on ~ermudi,on the Islands of Asce~ion,~rinidad,
amas? Was it nor the Uniied States that built 18 new
ada? Has McNeil foFgott& the case with the American
se in MeUah which is d e r British administration?
"In view of such facts McNeil's subterfuges concerning bases
mislead no one however hard McNeil might try!
'me United States representative, Mr. Austin, adhered to the
same tactics: he did not say mything about the facts cited by us to
substantiate our statemems torhe etFect thar the United-States plays
a leading -role in the preparations for a new war: He by-passed the
- 'tmqksabout General ~ r a d l e
United
~ ~ States secretaty of Defense
J@hnson,
- .
General Vandenberg, and so on and so forth. In an-effort
'

^

'

-

.

to co-bprate? It shodd be Gdentalli recalled that in order 'to
lend additional significance to such a refusal on the part of fhe
United States, Mr. Bevin also hastened 'to dedare .that he had no
. indination to take part in a new conference 'until the ground is
deated.' How Mr. Bevin and his assistant Mr. McNeil 'clear th!
'ground' for co-operation with the USSR has been seen from their
.speeches at this session, for instance, and not at this session only .'.
''Id- the same distorted way Mr. Austin, while addressing the
Pditical
Committee presented the matter of To-operation' om the .
'
G e m n issue. He misrepresented the &cummances connected with
the notorious pfop08ds of ~ ~ r n and
e s Marshall on the so-called
; &antees against k
r aggression
~
for 25 and even for 40 years!
But whar kind of 'guarantees' were they! The proposals of Byrnes .
and MkishaU did not' contain w e single 'word abopt such important
: questions as the denazification and democratization of Germany,
. as the estqblishment of .international control over the Ru$r with the
participation of the USSR, as the .liquidation 'of German -concerns,
carteis, syndicates, trusts and banking monopolies controlling thkm
which had been the inspirers and organizers of German aggression,
; as the demilitarizati~n
of Germany3as the eradication of the remnants
of fascism, as the establishment of a demwatic 'way of things, .as
the implementation of the land reform so that the land belonging ..
to the big landowners-the Junkers-be handed over to the peasants,
- a d , so on'and so forth. All this Mr. Aistin preferred to pass in
silence since this would fully refute his allegation that the USSR
did not want to co-opexatewith the United States, Great Britain and
Ftmceeeinthe settlement of the German issue. Austin naturally
likewise glossed over the fact that although it was agreed in Paris
.in June, 1949, to carry on the efforts toward the restoration of the
.
and political unity of Germany, the United St?tes3Britain
i
.
&d France-completed the split of Germany by setting up the puppet .,
: aqti-popular Bonn Goverment which, true enough, is already falling
t~ piecq. .
.
,.
- .; STo, it.is the leading-circles of the United skates that are fnistrat,
- @iiig:internationalco-operation, using for this purpose eveq possibility, : ,$$iirg pretext, Co-operation among nations hampets these circles in
.L-&d&g-the American plan for world domination. The policy of
:;$@g$Wcuoperation with other countries does not suit the bidders
'
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for world supremacy who dream. of converting other stato' 'Id
American colonies, of reducing sovereign nations to the po5j&on of n
slaves.
"But the implementation of such plans meets with an uosur- mountable obstade-the
powerfid movement of p p l e s for peace,
tlie movement headed by the Soviet Union-the loyal sentinel over
- the security of nations, c-istent
and determined enemy of wag, -!
the friend and defendex of peace!"
Having pointed out further that an attempt had been made in
the -Political Committee to distort the prihciples, specific character'istics and substance of the Soviet foreign policy, A. Y. Vyshinslq
declared that this mendacious &d' slanderous presentation of the
Soviec foreign policy had completely failed. The Soviet iepresenta- .
tive briefly reviewed once again the principles, nature and charac- . .!
teristic features 9f Soviet foreign policy, how it h e formed and ,
been in operation since the very inception of the Soviet Socialist
,
State and up to'our days
He particularly dwelt on the Soviet pace policy in the years .
preceding the Second World War.
I n 1936-1938," A. Y. Vyshinsky said, "it was quite clear that- :I
Europe was' on the b r a of war, that Hitler was planning a great .
war with the direct connivance sf Great Britain and France.
'The position of the Soviet Union remained the same &n at .'<
that time. True to its policg of peace and-struggle against the war
menace, the Soviet Government energetically opposed the treach- , ,'
erous Munich policy which opened the gates for Hitler's aggression. The Sbviet Union was the sole state which presemed hfalty to its -5
international obligations with regard to Gmhodovakia In fare *
of the impending Hitlerite aggression, the Soviet Union repeatedly ;'
suggested to the British and French Governments that an agreemine i concluded for !he purpose of repulsing the fascist att,ack then ,
Being pkawd. .
.''T h e dkvelopments that ensuid f& justified the alarm s o u.d d *- -,:j
. -q
by the Soviet Union before the Second Woild War. .
5:
"Even on-the eve of the Second world War the Soviet pIiiy ',Y
remained the same policy of peace. This is attested by all subseqri'egt5i::$
tJevenis, specificdy by the pdsition of the Soviet Union in the ne@--.,;x
- tiations held in Moscow in March-May
1939, on a n ~ ~ a g t d - ~ r e +n 2&
Soviet agreement for ,repulsing Hitlerite aggressiod h'is k n c 1 4 .-'r
: ,\?."
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despite all &forts of the Soviet Government to reach an ageemem,
rhe negotiations failed becaw, as openly admitted by Lloyd George,
'Neville Chamberhi4 'Halifax and John Simon did not want any -

agreement with Russia.'
'To have a correct understanding as to the course of developments, it i~necessary to recall that Poland, ruled by 'Beck and having
Britain and France as allies, concluded in 1934 a' non-aggression
pact with the Germans, and that Britain and France themselves in
.-'1938 agreed to a joint declaration with Germany about nonaggression; that is, for all practical purposes, signed a non-aggressiqn pact though it was called a declaration.
- . "It should k also borne in mind that in 1938 trade negotiations
' were conducted with Germany without, however, - yielding . any
favorable results at that time. In July, 1939, these negotiations were . .
.
resumed and ended on August 19, 1939, with the signing of a
trade-ctedit agreement In the sunimer of the same year, 1939, the
Gem& proposed to the'soviet Government the conclusion of a
noacaggression treaty. By' that time, it had alaeady-been dear that
neither Britain nor France intended to conclude an agreement with
' the USSR and that, on the contrary, the policy of Chamberlain and
Daladier sought,to direct the Hitlerite aggression toward the East
against the recently &tarantee& poland and against the Soviet

"In this situation, the Soviet Government decided to conclude a %,
non-aggression pact with Germany. It was a wise and fai-sighted '
step since it predetermined the outcome of the Second World War '~
favorably for the USSR and all freedom-loving peoples. It wasJa
. step prompted by the certainty that the' Hitlerites were preparing
an a-ck against the USSR and that it was necessary to gain time '
for preparaing resistance to the insolenr aggressor. This forecast
w& sub~equentlyfully justified 0;e cannot but point out &at
while preparing an attack against the USSR the Hitler Government .
tried to cover up those aggressive intentions with an insolent campaign, a veritable cwade against Communism. '
%n, April 13, -1941, as a result of the negotiations held during: the sojoum in Moscow of the Minister of Foreign Affairs of Japan, .A!ta@a,
a pact on-neutrality was signed between the Soviet Union
''
Japan
as well as- a declaration on mutual respect, territorial
:.,*yr: '
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integrity and inviolability of frontien of the Mongolian ~ & ~ l e ' s,.Republic and Manchukuo.
- ...
of 'the Soviet -"The campaign against the peace-lovidg
Union is being conducted-behind a barrage from dentially the
&e positions as in .the.period prior to the Second World War, in- .,
the perid of the Paa, of the Four, the Kellogg Pact and the Muoidr agreements. An' unprecedented baiting. of Communism and 'Communists' is rampant, and every progressively-minded person, every .
one who supports progressive demwatic opinions is dassed as
a Cornmudst. Ir is ad open secret already that the 'anti-Communist9 crusade is designed, as was done by the- Hitlerites at that time, to .'
camouffage the crusade against the Soviet Union aad People's
Democracies, -that this crusade is ,an ideological preparation for a
. new war.
"Such is the situation in which we began and are now concludingout session, a situation which urgently demanded and demands now
that the United Nations summon enough strength to put an end ,-.;
to such a'sifilatioil. -The inobilization of aggressive forces acting
both against peace and ag&nsi our ofginization called upon to skive =
the cause of strengthening peace still continues.
which made the Soviet Government submit
"Such are the causeses
and defend its proposals now before the General Assembly.
"We are. against the Anglo-American draft supported by the
majority of the Political Committee," A. Y.Vvshinskp said, 'Tnasmuch as this draft is absolutely inadequate. This draft iesdlution is
entitled 'The Necessary Conditions of Peace' but'it dbesnot contain
conditions such as would actually coptribute to the c o d r(in of peace. Besides, this draft contains a number of ?ncmect
contradicting the dedsions of the -General Assembly .and
Nations Charter. Thus, for instance, the draft resolution'
by-passes the-question of reduction M armaments and leaves en:
tirelyxoutof sight the-questionof prohibition of the atomic weapon
It incites to weakeging state sovereignty5proceeding from-the false,
dangerous and harmful. concept denying the importance and signi:6mce of the consolidation of national sovqeignty. This reso1li&&~-.- . .
c&+&
a number of points which repeat &me provisions of &,
Charter without adding anything to them, with the sole o w 4f
c&&ging
-the other rpoi& of the same resolution ,-m or+P-cs. 'Y-"
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legalize the k e m a t i c violation of the Charter by the AngloAmerican bloc. The draft resolution submitted by'the USSR defe.gation follows a different path:
.:
"The Soviet Union proposes the condemnation of war preparations expressed i n war propaganda encouraged by the governments
.of a nimber of countries and particularly of the United States and
Britain, in the armaments race, in the inflation ,of military budgets
which constitute a heavy burden for the population, in the estab- lishment of numerous military, naval and air bases on territories of
other countries, in the orgahization of military blocs of states pursuing aggressive purposes with regard to peace-loving democratic
comtries, and in taking other .measures for aggressive ends. We
have cited numerous facts that have fully proved the correctness
of our assirtions These facts prove that in a number of countries, '
and primarily in the United States and '~ritain,preparation of a
new war is really insprogress
"During these days," the chief of the Soviet delegation said,
"at a meeting of delegates of the Land Grant Colieges and
f Universities Association which was holding its 63rd annual. congrezs; one of the speakers, a general, sought to prove 'that to
"> - neutralize an enem) country by air force is the greatest weapon ,
.: of a democracy concerned with the maintenance of peace.' He
also sought to prove that the task of the navy was to 'blockade
.;
f
and, to ,subject to starvation' and that against a 'sole possible' adver-: sary in war having at his disposal a powerful land army, 'the only
5
eff wive means' is 'strategic bombing! '
"What is important is not that there appeafed one moreBinsane
warmonger. Whit is important -is that he was heard by a *whole
'
association of colleges and universities! What is happening before
. our eyes? It turns,out that leaders of the United States Air Force
- a d Navy have quarreled, arguing as to what-is the best method of
annihilating the greatest possible number of Soviet people and Soviet
--totnns. Economists are calculating the profirs which a war -has to
bring to the 'business' circles of the United States and openly declare
- that precisely a war could relieve the difficult situation in American
. e h y which.increa~ingiy.suffers from the blows of - the approach- .ing crisis!"'
- - .'A. Y. Y.'Vyshinsky
&ted a ntimber of new facts attesting.'to the
. - wi$ preparations in the .United States and then said:
-
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"This & why the Soviet Union submits its resolution on the ,
condemnation of such a policy, the policy of. preparing a new war;
that is why the Soviet Union proposesrthat in the same-way as the
civilized nations have long since condemned. the use of poison
gases and bacteriological means for war purposes as the gravest
crime again? humanity, to recognize the use of the'itomic weapon
and other means of mass annihilation of people as. contradicting
the con'science and honor of peoples and incompatible with member- .
ship in the United Nations, considering impermissible further
delay in &e adoption by the United Nations of practical measures
for the unconditional prohibition of the atomic .weapon and establishment of appropriate strict international control.
''In the opinion of the Soviet delegation the resolution on the
atomic question adopted by the' General Assembly on November
' 23, this year, on the insistence of the United States, Britain, France e
and Canada, as well as the resolution of Navember 4, 1948, in
no way contribute to a solution of the problem of the unconditional prohibition of the atomic weapon and the establishment
of control in order to prevent the utilization of atomic energy for
war purposes. The Soviet delegation believes that only the uoconditional prohibition of the atomic weapon and the establishment-of
. 'strict international control over the fulfillment of the decision oq .
prolhbition of the production of the atomic weapon and use, of
atomic energy for war purposes would speed the development and
utilization of atomic energy edclusively for peaceful purposes.
'*Imust say that the Soviet delegation has ,attentively studied the
appeal ,to the six permanent members of the Atomic Energy Commission sent by the Chairman of the.General Assembly, Mr. Romulo.
.
The Soviet delegation highly appreciates Mr. R O W S .desire to
draw the attention of the General Assembly and all states to the
need for settling the question cif the prohibition of the atomic.
weapon, and the establishment of strict control over atomic energy,
and deems it necessary to declare that it shares the opinion that it is
necessary to continue striving for an agreement on this issue which' .
.
is of such great importance for humanity. Further delays on the
part qf the United Nations in taking practical measure61 stress: 1,. .
p+ac$icd me~2stzr~s-for the unconditional prohibition of t& atornib . .1.
weapon. and the establishment of appropriate strict contrd .are -.
impermissible. h o delays! A n end must be put to d '
delays in
... .,
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..-this highly important matter. ~ n this
d is precisely what. the soviet'
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:&aft resolution proposes. This draft propdses that you, the General &dly-this
international forum of peace-pronounce
you~, '. authoritative word and recommend to the Atomic Energy Com- + .&ision that it work out practical measures in 'order to realize the
&xmditional prohibition of the atomic weapon, to esolblish strict ,
- effective control over the fulfillment of this piohibition.
- .. .
T h e Soviet delegation insists on this now and will continueto i.&sjstaon this in the future.
'.'The draft r&olution of the Soviet Union contains a paragraph
proposing that the General Assembly appeal to all the states to
settle &@I disputes end differences by peaceful meah without resort7
ing to the employqent of force or threat of force. This proposal
,wm.tejqxed by the Anglo-American majority.
-"Tb'S~vietUnion pop&es to express the wish that the United
&ht& tpf "America, Great Britain, China, France and the Soviet
conclude among themselves a Pact for the Strengthening of
'-;@&xe, joining their effoqs for the purpose of the maintenmce of
international peace and security of nations, the respoosibility for
'which is borne by these five Power?-permanent members of @e
. - : w r i t y Council.
. -_
-- :*Ws p m w a 1 met in the Political ~ o m m i n e e - ~ ~ ~ a r e n
the
tl~ '
, .
.-.r
.:&e will be repeated here-the opposition of a number of dele--;!ggtiqns and was ,also turned down as if the p i n t at issue was not
.
.-3-Pact for the Strengthening of Peace, but a proclamation of war!
+&?:
,.& "But -the arguments advanced against-&is proposal are strikingly.,
- . -.
' ' i-- g i h d and weak. '; "":We-are told-that &ere is no necessity for tbis pact because there , :: l&u Charter-'a most solemn pact of peace,.' But the Charterddid not
:
$i~vem five states-Usritd
Nktions members-frqm
concluding- : ,:-?;-&e
Bttussels
pact!
..
': *
*
- -'-;,UBut the Charter did not prevent a, group of state-Udited
Nations .'
.&3*ers-from
condhding the North Atlantic Pact! Why-does the 'if$3&i<er now prevent ihe;coadusiolr of a pact by fiveve.~owe;&the&mint members- of &
' I=- &&rikyty~ouncit,
It - is cleat -that this is
-$@$ir'$ubtedug&.
: - .
.
'
- - . .
.
.
i
:;;,*$W?
are
tod-'
that
the
maintenance
of
peace
and. V i t y : of .
. ,--. .
-i-%Gfb&. is 8 mattat of &nc&hi af all the U'niGdd-Nati~ns
iLt.00l5,~f:the"Sj&i$ Council pizmmeaq meinbe&! - - .
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'But the role and impqrtance of these five permanent members
of the Security Council in the settlement of all international affairs
.is known, known also is their weight, authority and influence. Is
- it not dear that a pact among these five Powers such a i would elimi- Bate the threat of war, rid the world of the burdeb of inflated
military budgets, the armaments race with all the attendant negative
phenomena in the political and economic relations among states, that such a pact would constitute a mighty foundation for universal
confidence, a foundation of peace and security of nations!
"It is clear that the aforesaid consideration advanced against the
proposal for a Five-Power Pact is ins01vent, is mere subterfuge.
"We are told that such a pact would not eliminate all the
differences and consequently it is superfluous.
- ,"But nb pact in itself can guarantee the immediate elimination
of all or even some important differences. Such a pact can assure
the elimination of differences provided, of course, there is the
appropriate attitude toward the obligations ' which must be assumed by the coniracting parties on the strength of such a pact.
It is clear that such a pact can play a most positive part in the
stabilization of friendly relations k n g states.
- "It is clear &at this objection-too does not stand criticism. ~ h & .
is also mere subterfuge.
"Many subterfuges of this kind could be invented This is done
and will be done by all enemies of peace, all instigators, inspirers and
organizers of new wars.
''This; however, cannot and must not stop the fighters for peace
in their noble struggle. They are supported by millions upon millions
-of honest and unselfish people Tomorrow their number will be
greater than it is today. The struggle for peace against the instigators of a new war shall continue and victory in this struggle will
go to those who hate war, whor demand peace.
'The powerful movement for peace'of hundreds of millions of people, the movement of nations will overcome all the obstacles
.
on its way. It is an invincible force which will be victorious, which
will bring humanity salvation from wars and will assure peace .
throughout the world."
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